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Students ’shift’ from social science
’More students are opting for
business and engineering majors’
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Enrollment shifts may force cuts
By John Jones
A slowly sinking ship is how
Gerald Wheeler, dean of the school
of social science, describes his
school’s decline in enrollment.
The school, with a 40 percent
loss of majors in the last five years,
continues to see a shift of students
away from the departments within
the school towards the business and
engineering areas, Wheeler said.
Departments within the school,
economics,
anthropology,
history,
political
geography,
science, psychology, sociology,
geography,
history,
political
science, psychology, sociology,
speech-communication, urban and
regional planning and women’s
studies, may face cutbacks if the
current trend continues, Wheeler
said.
Also included in the department
are the African studies, AfroAmerican studies, Asian American
studies, cybernetic systems, environmental studies, Jewish studies
and Mexican American studies
programs.
One source of the enrollment

decline is that fewer students have
decided not to major in one of the
school’s departments, Wheeler said.
As an example, the history
department, with 680 majors in 1973
had only 240 declared majors this
semester, Wheeler pointed out.
The sociology department had
716 majors in 1973, compared to 345
this year, and psychology is down
from 1,624 majors in 1973 to 993 this
year.
The department overall
declined from 5,413 majors in 1973 to
3,268 in fall 1978.
This reduction will result in
departments offering fewer sections
of courses and not offering courses
as frequently, Wheeler said.
John MacRae, chairman of the
psychology department, which this
year began showing decreases in
major enrollment, thought several
factors are responsible for the
decline.
"Students are going to college
now looking for a career choice that
involves direct vocational skills that
they can use with a Bachelor of Arts
degree," MacRae said.

INSTRUCTION PAYBACK AND PHASE II
OF SALARY SAVINGS PLAN
Instruction Payback Commitment
Instruction Remaining Salary Savings
Total Dollars Needed

A.

1.
2.

1.

Sources of Funds
1. Operating Funds, Equipment
Replacement and Equipment
Supplies and Services
Substitute Faculty
Student Assistant
Recruitment
Moving
Library Books
Audio/Visual Operating / Expense
Social Work Operating / Expense
Temporary Help
TOTAL
2.

C.

$372,449
326,186
698,635

241.250
25,000
4,000
5,000
4,000
1,000
30,000
6,000
1,000
2,000
342,250
356,385

Remaining Balance

Remaining Source of Funds
1. 22.633 FTEF ( Annual) Positions

356,385

"More students are opting for
business and engineering
majors,"MacRae noted, "because
the job market looks better."
Students looking for job skills at
an earlier time than in the past,
MacRae said, may be a factor in
leading students away form the
school.
The department has, MacRae
said, to make it more flexible
modified its major so as to attract
more students to the department.
Cutbacks in staff, which are not
planned at this time, Wheeler said,
would begin with temporary personnel in the departments with the
greatest in majors.
"My strategy," Wheeler said,
"is to hope to reduce the staff slowly
and let attrition take care of
reduction."
Cutbacks, would not occur soon,
Wheeler said, as long as the
university has sabbatical leaves.
Leaves would not be replaced.
Secretarial and other support
staff within the school would be
transferred to other departments in
the university in case of faculty
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cutbacks, Wheeler siad.
He added that the school of
social science gets many of its
students through general education
requirements.
The proposed revision of general
education requirements, which
would increase the number of
general education units needed to
graduate, would not help the school
at all, Wheeler said.
Instead, the proposal, which is
now before the Academic Senate,
would change the current history

requirement from six units to three.
"That will create problems for
the history department," Wheeler
said, "serious problems."
If Wheeler’s strategy of attrition
does not work out as Wheeler plans,
by the fall of 1980, unless transfers in
the department take place, a layoff
situation could result.
The layoffs would be done in
reverse order of seniority and only if
the current trend in declining
enrollment persists, Wheeler
remarked.

Most of the deaprtments in the
school of social science are tenured in, meaning that most of the faculty
members are past their four-year
probationary period.
This semester, Wheeler noted,
there are 190 faculty positions within
the department. One hundred sixtyeight of those positions are tenured
positions, with 20 probationary
positions in the school.
Tenure, Wheeler said, does not
guarantee not getting laid off.

Instruction budget approved
By Sean Silverthorne
A spring instruction budget,
slashed by $698,635 because of
Proposition 13 paybacks and
mandated "salary savings" but
which avoids layoff of faculty, was
approved by SJSU President Gail
Fullerton Monday.
The budget cutting was in
response to Governor Jerry Brown’s
order to many state institutions to
pay back some of their current
budget to the state to help "bailout"
efforts of local communities suffering a Proposition 13 crunch. The
governor also requested that normal
salary savings paybacks be increased this year.
The payback portion of the plan
totaled $342,250, with the bulk of that
share, $241,250, coming out of funds
alloted for operating funds,
equipment
replacement
and
equipment purchasing, according to

statistics provided by Academic
Vice President Hobert Burns.
Salary savings representing 22
fulltime "annual" teaching positions
( approximately
44
semester
positions), contributed another
$356,385 to the nearly $700,000 total,
according to the information.
According to Fullerton, the
university is annually required to
underfund its own salary budget to
compensate for the retirement or
vacating staff who occupy the upper
income brackets.
With Proposition 13 the underfunding increased from two
percent to three for faculty salaries
and from four percent to five for
support staff, according to
Fullerton.
Burns said those savings will be
accomplished without layoff of
tenured and probationary faculty
during spring and fall semesters.

The salary savings would be
collected from teaching positions
held open by school deans this fall,
and by not filling positions in the
spring which were promised for one
semester only, Fullerton said
Tuesday.
Academic areas losing these
types of teaching positions for next
semester are education, 16
positions; social science, 14;
humanities and arts, 12; and New
College, two positions.
Engineering gained 10 positions,
Business, 2; Science, 2; and
librarianship, 1, according to Burns.
"This is going to be painful for
everyone," Burns said. "All the
deans will have to contribute to the
cuts."
"Our goal was to avoid layoffs of
probationary and tenured faculty,"
Burns said. "We were able to accomplish that with ’program

distortion."
Examples of program distortion
included not alloting the business
department all the teaching
positions it would normally get, and
the large cuts in the operating and
expenses budget, he said.
confirmed
that
Fullerton
probationary and tenured positions
could be protected from the layoff
through next fall semester but full
time equivalency (FTE I enrollment
that semester would have to total
18,900 if those positions were to be
protected further.
Fullerton said that the large
cuts absorbed by the Operating and
equipment budgets, and cuts like the
$30,000 which would have been used
to purchase new books for the
library, would not affect educational
quality at SJSU if they were one
time only cuts.
(Continued on back page)

SC County second in defense contracts
By Mike Myslinski
Santa Clara County received
$1.73 billion in defense contracts last
year, second only to Los Angeles
County, a state Senate subcommittee was told at a special
hearing held in San Jose.
Sunnyvale is the top city in the
state in war contracts, having
received $1.2 billion for the fiscal
year that ended Sept. 30, 1977, according to statistics presented at the
subcommittee hearing held last
week in the county supervisor’s
chambers.
The fact-finding hearing was

held to determine if Santa Clara
County and California in general are
too dependent on military contracts
and should begin planning for
conversion to non-military industry.
San Jose ranked third in war
contracts given to cities in the
county with its $163 million tally.
Two SJSU economics professors
commented on information
presented to the California Senate
subcommittee in separate interviews.
How bad too much dependence
on war contracts is for the local

Possible fee increase
to cover exams
By Christine Lewis
A controversy could ensue and
"some males could object" if their
student fees are increased next
semester so women won’t have to
pay extra for basic gynecological
care in the Health Center, according
to Dave Travis, CSUC associate
dean of student affairs.
Including gynecological care as
basic care was discussed at last
week’s CSUC Board of Trustees
meeting and deferred pending
completion of a campus-wide study
on Student Health Services.
The study will be completed in
May or June and then brought to the
trustess in the fall, Travis said.
"The question is, what is the
function and purpose of our Student
Health Service," said ’’’,:ustee
Wallace Albertson. "Are
ey to
provide emergency health cace to
keep our students in school or to be
mini -Mt. Sinai Hospitals?’
The subject was on the agenda
of the Committee on Educational
Policy at the request of Trustee
Blanche Bersch. She called for
and
policy
of
clarification
questioned whether female students
were treated equally when required
to pay for Pap tests.
Female SJSU students presently
pay a $4 fee for preventative exams

at the Student Health Service, which
includes a pelvic exam and a breast
check.
The inclusion of gynecological
care as basic care, rather than
preventative or augmented care,
would eliminate the individual $4 fee
but raise the over-all student service
fees.
(Continued on back page)

economy depends on how long-term
the contracts are, according to
Geoffrey Nunn, associate professor
of economics.

term refers to the chain-reaction
such a layoff could start.
As an example, she said that
local defense industries faced with
having to lose $1 billion in business
might choose to react by letting
Massive layoffs
employees go.
mean more people have less money
to spend.

If the U.S. defense budget has
to be cut, resulting in massive
layoffs at local defense plants, the
impact on local economy would
depend on whether or not the
defense employees, with their
highly-specialized skills, could be reemployed in other industries, Nunn
said.
He is "not particularly alarmed" by the percentage of the
county work force employed in
defense-related industries.

The chain -reaction would
continue when consumer businesses
began laying off employees due to a
drop in profits.
The ranks of the unemployed
would grow and the economy would
suffer accordingly, Nunn said.

Of the county’s total 1976 labor
force of 563,759, 21 percent ( 118,427)
were employed in defense-oriented
industries, the subcommittee was
told at its hearing. Orange County’s
work force had 10.5 percent in the
defense industry and I,os Angeles
County 9.1 percent.
"Any kind of single -crop
economy is dangerous," according
to Betty Chu, SJSU associate
professor of economics.
The "multiply effect" is a term
economists use, she said, when
considering the impact layoffs in the
defense industry could have. This

statistics
According
to
presented to the Senate subcommittee, last year the top 10
defense contractors in the county
were Lockheed Corp. (currently
developing the Trident missile
system) at $918 million; FMC Corp.,
$143 million; Ford Aerospace and
Communications, $118 million;
Westinghouse Electric, $94 million;
United Technologies, $85 million;
GTE Sylvania, $71 million; ITER
Corp., $52 million; ESL Inc., $46
million; Hewlett-Packard, $37
million, and Varian Associates, $29
million.

S.U. won’t close for finals week
By Lee G. Sherman
Students will have something else this semester
besides black coffee and No-Dos to aid them in studying
for finals.
The Student Union will be open for 24 hours on Dec. 1314 and Dec. 18-19 to aid those students who seek a quiet,
studious atmosphere to prepare for their finals.

University Police will be patrolling inside the building
periodically to watch for disturbances and to keep order,
McFadden commented. Night guides will also be
available to escort students to their cars during the late
hours.
After 11 p.m., Spartan Shops will provide coffee at 25
cents per cup, plus free refills, she added.

The S.U. Board of Governors voted approval on Nov.
22 to keep the Union open on a 24 hour basis. At last
Thursday’s board meeting, A.S. Treasurer Nancy McFadden informed board members of the conditions
regarding use of the building during the 24-hour periods.

A.S. will pick up the tab for advertising in the Spartan
Daily, KSJS and campus dorms, fraternities and
sororities, pointed out A.S. President Maryanne Ryan.
In other board business:

According to McFadden, the entire Student Union will
be utilized for studying, with the exception of the downstairs games area, which will be closed after 11 p.m.
One room will be set aside for group study, for
students who are enrolled in the same class, she noted.
Another room will be disignated for typing in an effort to
avoid any typing noise from disturbing other students.

Dean of Student Services Robert Martin reported to
the board on progress made by the S.U. space utilization
committee. The committee has been meeting regularly,
listening to testimony from interested students, in an
effort to come up with remodeling plans to make space
more attractive and efficient. The committee plans to
hold more open meetings on the subject, Martin said.
(Continued on back page)

Sunnyvale was the leading city
in the county with $1.2 billion,
followed by Palo Alto, $212 million;

San Jose, $163 million; Mountain
View, $86 million, and Santa Clara,
$30 million.
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ally photographer John Scanlon captured the power of the wind
s anything, almost anything, not nailed down got a free ride

Sunshine and
clear skies
but wind wins
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1978: an extraordinary year
of ideas, tragedy and death
By Lee G. Sherman
With only 13 months remaining
until the end of the decade, 1978
appears to have been filled with such
major events of tragedy and turmoil
that a significant imprint will be left
on history, with possible implications.
History is strangely punctuated
by a few years in which extraordinary events manifest, impacting people’s psyches with great
force.
1968 was one such year. A year
that saw the turnultous 1960’s peak.
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The tragic assassinations of
Martin Luther King and Robert
Kennedy. The demonstrations and
ensuing violence at the Democratic
National Convention in Chicago. The
communist Tet-Offensive during the
Vietnam war, that signaled the
eventual pullout by American forces.
1978 will be remembered as the
year of the bizzare and unusual a
sad year for humanity and a dark
reflection of our times.
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TVIE YEAR’S NOT EVEN OVER."

A most horrible apocalypse

A year in which over 900 lost
souls felt life in this world was too
painful to bear and opted for an
agonizing death rather than continuing living.
A year in which a mayor and a
gay city supervisor were brutally
murdered, in a senseless, pointless
act. The alleged assassin, not some
crazed radical, but a your,g, former
city office holder, described by the
media as the All-American Boy."
Though not as close to home, the
equally senseless slaying of an
Italian Premier by a communist
radical group shocked the sensibilities of most Americans,
( Americans all too familiar with the
horror of political assassination).

Clerical error causes end

By Kevin Fagan
Harold leaned back in his chair and yawned.
"I’ve been logging these bills so long my head is swimming," he muttered groggily to himself. He peered through blood -rimmed eyes at the mass
of papers and books on his desk, and in a sudden move of disgust, shoved the
mound onto the floor.
"So this is what the top of my desk looks like," he chuckled to himself.
"Quite an improvement."
Someone cleared their throat loudly behind Harold and the boy snapped
his head around in surprise.
’And what on earth do you think you’re doing?’ snarled Miss Crinshaw,
the Pacific Telephone plant supervisor for Harold’s section.
Harold lowered his head and whimpered unintelligibly.
"Pick those up immediately!" the old woman screeched. "I’ll have none
of this slothful insubordination!"
"Yes’m," the cowed lad murmered as he scurried about on his hands
and knees pawing at the loose papers.
"One of these days that old battle axe is gonna get hers," he grumbled
under his breath, sullenly watching Miss Crinshaw’s oversize rear wobble
off to the other side of the office.
Kevin Fagan is a Spartan Daily editor

He sat down at his desk again and viciously jabbed at the paperwork
before him with a pencil. The pencil tip sank through a piece of scrap paper
and into an IBM card lying underneath, poking out one of the pre-perforated
holes.
The heading on the card read, "Monthly Bill: District 10 Master List."
Harold set himself intently on finishing his work, and two hours later
dropped the stack of now-recorded bill cards onto Miss Crinsaw’s desk. The
gnarled hag glared up at Harold as she grabbed the stack and placed it in the
basket marked, "outgoing cards."
"You’re ten minutes late with those bills," she oozed with a sickly grin.
"Be sure your time card shows the discrepancy."
The following morning, 350 people in District 10 received phone bills
marked up by $200.
One man, upon opening his bill, kicked his furnace in rage over the
preposterous charge. A faulty gas line in the appliance broke and exploded,
setting fire to and destroying the man’s house and both those on either sie of
his.
Eight people, including the man, were killed in the blaze.
Three blocks down, a frustrated and mentally unbalanced housewife,
enraged at her excessive phone bill, took a meat cleaver to her teenage
daughter’s head, thinking the girl had caused the bill.
Complaints flooded the Pacific Telephone switchboard. A group of
revolutionary activists bombed the building’s west wing in hasty response to
the overbilling.
Riots began to break out as District 10 neighbors discovered their
mutual plight. They soon banded together to form a protest march.
-Down with the phone company!" "Pacific Telephone is full of pigs!"
the angry citizens chanted as they poured through the city streets to the
phone company headquarters.
The National Guard, called out by the city’s mayor met the crowd half
way. A brief tussle flurried between the two groups. One guardsman’s gun
accidently went off, killing Ishbal Korsovzky, a Russian exchange student.
Within an hour, word of Korsovzky’s death reached the Russian embassy in Washington, from where the news was relayed to Moscow.
A rumor that Russian students were being killed on American campuses
spread quickly through HAM radio operators to Moscow University, where
U.S. Senator Waldo Filandbusther was speaking on "Communication:
Mankind’s Greatest Achievement."
The senator was mobbed at the podium by the 12-member local HAM
chapter and held hostage. The group issued a demand that all Russian
students "be released to come home."
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Panic flared throughout the U.S. and Russian diplomatic channels, and
both countries were placed on military red alert.
All across the U.S.. emergency readiness switches were flicked on in a
hundred hidden missile silos holding nuclear warheads aimed at key
Russian cities. Ninety-nine of them worked.
The hundreth, controlling the battery of warheads in Silo no. A69, Lincoln, Neb., malfunctioned from long misuse and fired. Russian defense
mechanisms automatically retaliated, and both countries’ entire ’missile
banks were launched.
It was 1 2:0 9 p.m.
"Lunch time at last," Harold sighed to himself. Shoving away from his
desk, he went to the staff locker and got his lunch sack.
Just as he dug into a thick ham sandwich, Miss Crinshaw’s piping
screech bit through the stale office air.
"Harold!" she rasped. "Fetch me the statistics file from the basement."
"But I’m eating lunch," the boy protested.
"Oh, eating lunch, eh?’ the crone sneered."Well, you won’t even have a
lunch, if you don’t get those stats right this minute!"
Harold slapped his sandwich down on the lunch table and stomped off to
the basement.
"This place is unreal," he grumbled as he stormed down the basement’s
cement steps. The heavy metal door creaked shut behing him, leaving him
and the concrete basement in icy darkness.
Cursing, he groped for the light. Above him a mighty crash slammed the
ceiling. The room shook, as though from the weight of a heavy object.
Harold chuckled at the image of Miss Crinshaw slipping to the ground
with an enormous plop.
"I hope she broke her face," he muttered hoarsely to himself, fiddling
with the light switch. For some reason, it wouldn’t work.

Yes, it’s been that kind of year
... and more. The biggest disaster in
U.S. commercial aviation history
occured when a PSA jetliner collided
with a small, private plane over San
Diego, killing more than 140.
A Pope dies. His successor is
chosen and he succumbs to a heart
attack after just one month. His
successor is chosen, a Polish Cardinal from behind the Iron Curtain.
The religious world calls his
selection an outstanding choice
while politicians talk of possible
political implications.
Lee G Sherman /5 a
Spartan Daily reporter

The dollar continues its
downward spiral around the world,
while the price of gold continues up.
Words like recession and depression
are increasingly heard from
economists. The economy and high
taxes are issues the American public
voice the most concern over.
In California, taxpayers fed up
with their increasing property taxes,
revolted by passing a tax relief
measure.
On the other side of the world, in
a small nation that borders on the
Soviet Union, social unrest threatens
to topple a dictatorial regime. A
regime headed by a monarch with
strong political and economic ties to
the U.S. due mainly to the fact that
this small nation produces a large
percentage of the Mideast’s oil.
The list goes on and on and on...
In Great Britain, a woman
gives birth to a baby. A baby that
was conceived in a laboratory under
under artificial conditions and
implanted in the mother’s womb. As
a result, the term cloning conjures
up visions of a "Brave New World,"
society.

Possibilities for the future are
mind-boggling. Wars fought with
armies of clones and people made
immortal are no longer impossible
dreams.
An Ex-President ends his selfimposed exile. He travels to middle
America where he is hailed as a
conquering hero by his "silent
majority." Most Americans have
forgotten the revelations of
Watergate and this man’s role in the
wohle sordid affair.
Voters in Michigan re-elected a
congressman convicted of campaign
fund abuses and perjury. Political
analysts talk of a swing to conservatism and good "old fashioned"
values.
A border conflict between
Vietnam and Cambodia focuses
world attention on Southeast Asia
once agian. Hanoi also wages a war
of words with neighbor and previous
ally Red China over Vietnam’s
alleged mistreatment of Chinesse
living in that country. Meanwhile,
Red China rapidly becomes one of
the hottest tourist spots in the world
and Pan American Airlines signs a
deal to build luxury hotels and help
boost tourism in Red China.
Nothing has changed. Man’s
inhumanity to fellow man is as old as
mankind itself. It’s been going on
ever since the first cave dwellers
fought over a slab of raw meat or a
warm spot near the fire on a cold
night.
What has changed, is man’s
ability to now wreak death and
destruction on a global scale. Armageddon is now just a buttons push
away.
The only difference between a
Guyana and the end of the world is in
sheer magnitude.

letters
Benevolent shah
Editor:
Despite
the
considerable
notoriety given to the alleged
corruption of the regime of Iran’s
Shah Pahlavi, an unbiased observer
will note that his monarchy has been
by-and-large a benevolent one.
The propogandists who would
have us believe otherwise are not
trying to move Iran towards a more
democratic government but are
rather interested in creating an
Islamic theocracy, thereby suppressing the rights of non-Islamic
segments of the Iranian population
which include Christians, Jews,
Zorastrians, and others.
These non-Islamic Iranians
have cultural roots in Iranian soil
centuries older than those of the
Moslem Iranians and their civil and
religious liberties would obviously
be violated by the imposition of an
Islamic government.
Islamic theocratic governments
have historically been notorious for

their religious chauvinism towards
non-Islami groups (many examples
may be cited) and there is no reason
why it would be different now in
Iran.
Such an integration of church
and state is obviously a step backwards. When governmental power is
delivered into the hands of fantical
religious leaders the result is always
disastrous,
be they Ayatollah
Khomeini or Jim Jones.
Zeev Gordon
Physics junior

ROTC needed
Editor:
The article in the Daily on Dec. 6
titled "Peace Activists Blast ROTC"
covered the issue pretty well.
What worries me is people like
Dave Weller (head of the San Jose
Peace Center) and Jim Babb
(coordinator of the Campus Student
Anti-Military Anti-Nuclear Committee) may have an adverse effect
on the ROTC programs at SJSU.
Either they are subversive or
incredibly ignorant of the "state of
the world."
If the U.S. disarmed today, what
would be the fate of Western Europe?
Or the U.S. for that matter?
The type of people who write
fairy tales would probably say that
the U.S.S.R. would also disarm, or at
least act in a favorable way toward
the U.S.
The Communist countries like
China and the U.S.S.R. only respect
strength and look at another
country’s military weakness as
something to capitalize on.
Mao-Tse Tung himself said,
"Power lies in the barrel of a gun."
Therefore, if the people of the
U.S. are to keep their freedom
(relatively speaking), the U.S. must
keep a strong military. A good
military needs competent officers
that may come from such ROTC
programs that are on campus now
Steven Kottenstette
Business junior

Letter policy
The Spartan Daily welcomes
letters from readers expressing
individual viewpoints.
Letters should be typed, triple-spaced and must include the
writer’s major, class standing,
address, telephone number and
signature.
Only the name, major and
class standing will be printed.
The Spartan Daily reserves
the right to edit for length, style
or libel.
Letters should be submitted
at The Daily Office (JC 208)
between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.
weekdays, or by mail to the
Forum Page, do the Spartan
Daily, San Jose State University,
125 S. Seventh St., San Jose, CA
95112.
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’Likeability’ key to successful job interview
Good resume
not enough
to beta job

particularly like to hear
about?’
Then, the interivewer
can narrow the question
down. Or, St. James says,

By Anne Houghteling
You’re sitting across
the
table
from
a
prospective employer. The
best way to make the job
interview go well is to
impress the interviewer
with your vast work experience. Wow the interviewer with your outstanding colllege record.
Stress your long list of
references.
Wrong, wrong, wrong,
according to Toni St.
James of the California
Department of Employee
Development.

"A resume will get you in
the door, but once you’re
sitting in front of an interviewer, it’s your attitude that counts."
"He may just say ’Just talk
about yourself’ in which
case you have carte
blanche to put your best
foot forward."
"What would you do
ff.." questions are nottier

seeker’s
job
A
"likeability" is the key
factor that will register
with an interviewer, St.
James advises.
"If several people
( with
about
equal
qualifications) are in
competition, one will be
hired on his likeability,"
she says. "You have to be
liked best."
Being likeable means
showing a potential employer you care about his
business, according to St.
James . It also means
appearing self-assured
during the interview.
"A resume will get you
in the door," she says, "but
once you’re sitting in front
of an interviewer, it’s your
attitude that counts."
St. James travels
throughout
the
state

type of inquiry that can
throw job seekers, St.
James says.
The secret in handling
those questions is not to

conducting job -seeking
seminars. Dec. 15 and 16,
she’ll be at SJSU as part of
a job-finding workshop
sponsored by Continuing
Education.
Many of her seminars
help job seekers field
standard question thrown
at them during interviews.
The question "Why do
you want to work for us" is
often posed during the job
interview, St. James notes.
"What they
(interviewers) are really
asking," St. James says,
"is ‘Honey, do you love
me? They want to be liked
like everyone else."

Your
"likeability
quotient" can go up if
you’re prepared for the
question.
Do research on the
company or business
before the interview, St.
James recommends. Know
something praisworthy or
interesting about it
beforehand.
Then, St. James says,
when the "Why do you
want to work for us?’
question is raised, you can
rattle off an answer that
includes some specifics
about the firm.
"If you don’t indicate
you care about them, you

won’t be liked," she says.
Another question that
can unnerve job seekers is
"Tell me something about
yourself," St. James says.
The question can be a
chance for aimless blabbering or a chance to score
points with the interviewer.

commit yourself.
If asked, for example,
how you’d react to an irate
customer, start out by
saying, "One of the things I
would do would be..."St.
James recommends.

By hedging your answers, "You don’t have to
spend the rest of the interview defending yourself
as you would if you gave
only one option (to the
question)," she says.
The most important
advice to job seekers,
according to St. James, is
to stress what they can do
for their employers, not
visa -versa.
"Many people spend
the first 20 minutes asking
about the compaqy’s
employee benefits," St
James laughs. That ap
proach does little to
enhance your likeability.
"Any qualified em,
ployee can learn extra;
skills on the job," she
concludes. "An employer
can teach you skills, but he
knows he can’t do anything
about your attitude."

CHRISTMAS EVE AT
THETA CHI

"It’s a stress question
because it’s open-ended,"
she says. "The way to deal
with it is to give the interviewer what he wants."
St James recommends
throwing the question back
to the interviewer. She
advises the job seekers to
say "I’d love to talk about
myself, but what would you

more than lust some money,
more than just a gift,
...but a real human experience

by Van Dyke Roth
ft4-61

On December 7th, the brothers of Theta Chi Fraternity will host a
Christmas Party for the children of the Santa Clara County
Childrens Shelter. On this evening the brothers of Theta Chi will be
giving 24 underprivileged children all the love and attention they
deserve, but ordinarily would not get. Events for the evening include
a Christmas dinner, ornament making and tree decorating,
Christmas carolling, and a visit from Santa Claus.
Special thanks to King Normans, Birdies Toys, Savon Drugs,
Luckys, SJSU Student Council, Marty Kane, Guitarist.

A week-long look
at Monterey Bay
A look at how cities in
the Monterey Bay area
coexist with their natural
surroundings is the subject
of a one-week field study
course offered by SJSU in
January.
The course, based at
the Asillomar Conference
Grounds, has a $177 fee
covers
tranwhich
sportation, field trips,
tuition
meals,
and
lodging,
for one unit. For more
information contact the
Continuing
Office
of
Education.
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RUM
REVOLUTION!
ALL RUM DRINKS

504 each
Wednesday, Dec. 13
4-7 p.m.
First 100 people to order
rum drink get a hoe
"RUM REVOLUTION" T-shirt.
Free disco lessons after it,
if you can still stead epl

LAUNDRY WORKS
87 N. San Pedro St.
San lose 2871456
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CARP SLANDERED
ADVERTISEMENT

The Spartan Daily’s Nov, 28th article on
CARP I The Collegiate Association for the
Research of Principles) has provided a gross
disservice to this campus community by failing
to offer a balanced view. Instead of being a
source of objective information about this new
campus group, the paper has been used as a
forum for biased halftruth and innuendo.
seemingly designed to undermine and slander
CARP
Several extremely important corrections
need to be made if this campus community is to
be given the truth, and the information to really
judge for themselves.
The major claims made by the Daily are that
CARP is a recruiting organization for the
Unification Church, that its seminars, lectures.
films and activities are used for that purpose.
and that CARP is deceptive about its relationship to the teachings of the Rev Sun
MyungMoon. None of these claims are true!
CARP is financially and organizationally
separate and independent from the Unification
Church, having its own clear purposes and goals
The whole of the Unification Movement deals
with the realities of the world, and each separate
organization exists to fulfill a specific purpose.
There is no attempt to hide the fact that CARP
was founded in 1964 by students inspired by the
teachings of Rev. Moon. It is clearly stated in
our constitution No pressure exists to join the
Unification Church The majority of the members of San Jcse CARP are, in fact. not members
of the Church, nor are they required to become
members
Stephen Lewis superficial account of a
CARP seminar, so faithfully used by the Daily.
contains at least 14 errors Although these
"mistakes" are petty, they constitute the substance of the entire article and should, therefore,
lead us to question the credibility of the
allegations based on such evidence CARP
seminars re not jumping off points for
Unification Church seminars; Stephen Lewis
was given information regarding other available
seminars only as a result of his own persistent
requests for such information
As is so often the case, no mention is made in
his article of the many students who have had
rewarding experiences with CARP
The Daily’s claim that CARP is less than
straight forward in its approach are also completely untrue CARP is not a PR organization
for Rev Moon, hut a group of people trying to
give themselves selflessly for the betterment of
humanity. based upon a spiritual and
philosophical understanding which we are
willing to explain and discuss at any time. Soon
after submitting our constitution, mentioning the

inspriration of Rev Moon, CARP provided as
many faculty members as possible with our
official brochure, which again mentions Rev
Moon as the source of inspriation for CARP.
Furthermore, our information table clearly
displays the written teaching of Rev. Moon, as
well as charts explaining our ideals and
philosophy. In addition, we have interviewed
several SJSU professors in relation to articles to
appear in the Pacific Student Times, all of whom
were clearly aware of our relationship to Rev
Moon’s teachings, These are hardly the actions
of a group attempting to hide that relationship
It should not be the role of a student
newspaper to randomly criticize and accuse
others they happen to dislike. It is clear that the
Spartan Daily decided on its attitude toward
CARP before fully rest
’
the facts.
The headline branding CARP pejoratively as
a "cult" is a direct attempt to slander what is a
serious movement, based on the highest moral
and ethical standards It is not unusual.
historically, or at this time of Jonestown
hysteria, for groups which challenge the status
quo to be labeled as cults; but it is vital that
. people search beyond the external accusations of
outsiders and seek to understand the real vahies
within.
Why does it try to link CARP, a group based
on logical Universal Religious Principles, with
the Marxist community of Jim Jones*
Our society and world is indeed threatened,
but more by hysterical and biased journalism
and an ideology such as Marxism that leads to
the kind of violence We’ve seen in Cambodia or
Jonestown, than by a movement of students and
professors concerned to see a world of true
moral a nd ethical value
It is well past the time when a university
community can swallow inaccurate journalism
or the attempts of the left to crush religious
freedom by bagging anything pro-God in the
i More evidence
untouchable "cult" hag
emerges every day see New York Times, Nov
28 and 291 that the patron saint of Jim Jones was
Karl Marx, and the tragedy of Jonestown is the
tragedy of an ideology that condones "violent"
change and takes the divinity out of human
value
Much more serious studies of the movement
for Unification have already been made from
both inside and outside and these are openly
available for people to investigate
It is our desire to openly share the
philosophy and ideals of CARP and to answer
any of the questions tamale may have
CARP challenges the Spartan Daily to
consider these issues in a public debate in front
of the student body and asks that the students

and faculty look beyond these accusations to the
values and principles guiding CARP

History of CARP
In 1964, several students in Japan were inspired by Rev. Sun Myung Moon’s teachings to
establish a campus organization that would
serve people by working for an education more
deeply concerned with the whole human being,
and that would stimulate committment by
educators and students in working on solutions to
the problems of the world.
Since its founding 14 years ago. CARP has
expanded rapidly CARP has now grown to be
the foremost student group on campus in Japan
and is the most rapidly growing student
movement in the world.
In the United Slates, CARP was first
established in the fall of 1973 at Columbia
University. Since that time CARP has expanded
to several major U.S. campuses. Also, there are
chapters in Western Europe and Australia, and
a start has been made in Africa and Latin
America.
CARP came to the Bay Area in January 1979
and inactive at UC-Berkeley and San Francisco
State University, as well as at San Jose State
University

Purpose of CARP
When we look at the world, we can clearly
see that it is not an ideal place to live in Many of
the problems we cope with, such as poverty and
hunger. are the result of man’s greed and
corruption or, in other words, a general lack of
caring
Most education today develops technical
knowledge and ability hut not character and
heart Our first concern must be the human
being, and an education dedicated toward ethical
and spiritual development as well as practical
knowledge
To change the wrongs in the world we have
to start by changing our own values and ideals in
life. In CARP, we study and discuss the
Unification Principle. a synthesis of the essential
principles of Judeo-Christian and Eastern
thought discovered and taught by Rev Sun
Myung Moon It clearly explains the original
nature of man and the principles necessary for
true human relationships Though not suddenly
placing us at the goal, it makes it clear how to
remove the barriers and prejudices that have
historically separated the races and nations
The ideal of CARP ia to create an Meal world
based on Harmony. Love and Understanding We
want to be an inspiration to groups and -a

dividuals to change social attitudes from basic
self-centeredness to public -mindedness. We
want to be a catalyst to bring resources together
for those who are in need
We seek for the welfare and benefit of all
mankind and believe change can be made by
non-violent means and spiritual values We
challenge you to pioneer this road with us

About Reverend Moon
Sun Myung Moon was horn in 1921) to a rural
family. in Korea, when his country was
dominated by a foreign power Ile was raised a
Christian at a time when Christians were heavily
persecuted, Even as a child he prayed
desperately, not just to find a way to help him
self, but to help his nation and God.
Reverend Moon initially thought he could
fulfill his ideals through becoming a scholar and
professor, but knowing the suffering of
humankind in the past and present, he realized
the future generations would experience the
same fate unless something was done on a large
scale
Reverend Moon thus decided to look beyond
scholarship and entered a deep and arduous
search which lasted nine years Through intense
prayer. meditation and study of all religious
scriptures, he discovered a series of principles
through which it was passible to clearly on.
derstand the spiritual and physical nature of the
universe, the process and meaning of history as
well as the inner -meanings to the parables and
symbols of the Bible
Despite the massive persecution of
Reverend Moon and his teachings, the
movement quickly spread to over 120 nations.
and its accomplishments have been astounding
An objective look at so-called "front groups" will
reveal that each have legitimate purposes to
serve humanity in various ways There is the
International Cultural Foundation, there are
clinics, paramedical teams and businesses
Reverend Moon has seen the important role
of America in fulfilling the needs of humanity.
but he has encountered a spiritual disorder in
this nation which affects America, as well as the
whole world, and so he has come up with a cure
It is a spiritual revolution In stressing worldwide unity and love, and the spiritual approach
required to achieve these goals, he is teaching
the values urgently needisi in our age Hs
making the presence of God real in the hearts of
individuals. Reverend Moon is reaching the root
of the problems of our world
TMs Is a hold elvertitement by the
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Versatile sounds from ’Poker Face’
By Lee Sherman
and Cynthia Puig
If you love to dance and
prefer a varied musical
sound, then Poker Face is
the band to see.
Poker Face has one of
the most unusual sounds of
any club band in the Bay
Area.
Unusual because
this band doesn’t restrict
itself to any one musical
form.
Though band
members term their music
progressive," they sound

Petersen arid Bishop

Local band Poker Face has a versatile musical style that pleases just about
every segment of an audience.

equally at home playing
hard rock, reggae, jazz funk, blues, boogie or a
combination of several
sounds.
Poker Face consists of
Ron Ravicchio on drums,
Paul Meagher, lead guitar
and
vocals;
Patrick
Osborne on keyboards,
guitar and vocals;
Doug Burns on bass,
harmonica and vocals;
Jack Zampa, guitar and
vocals.

"Right from the start
we’ve been a band that did
a variety of styles,"
Osborne said. "We all like
a lot of different styles and
we all have varied tastes."
The name Poker Face
originated, Meagher explained, from when "we
used to play a lot of cards
as well as music, and when
we first started, 50 percent
of rehearsal time was spent
rehearsing. The other 50
percent of the time was

4.1 arts& tz
if- entertainment

Art show in Santa Clara by instructors
By Katherine Hamilton
Three galleries filled
with a wide assortment of
tapestries, ceramics and
lithographs is an art lover’s
dream come true. And now

through Saturday the
Triton Museum features
just that.
SJSU art teachers
Robert Freimark and
David Middlebrook joined

The main room is
dominated with the works
Basically a
of Aassen.
graphic artist, he presents
a variety of lithographs
and an assortment of pencil
and pastel drawings.

Art Review

Design & Art Work Provided

Equally as striking is
his series of drawjngs
which detail human form
superimposed with a bird’s
head. The soft pastel and
the fine pencil lines add to
the interesting subject
matter.

755C CHESTNUT SAN JOSE, CA.95110
(408)292-1319

The second gallery
showcases the ceramic
sculptures of Middlebrook.

CUSTOM
PRINTED SHIRTS
for your fraternity, sorority
or business special event

This rendering of a pontiff is part of "Horse of a Different Color" art show at
the Triton Museum through Saturday.
large cake pan shaped like
the state of California is
Emfille with "cake."
bedded in the cake is a
gigantic transparency fan
aimed at the ceramic
cactus.
In the final gallery
More than
that, resides tapestries and
however, is the life the lithographs by Freimark.
artist has put into the The tapestries, created by
piece. The brush sways to a technique deveopled in
the right as a slice of Czechoslovakia, have the
watermelon atacks it, the appearance of paintings on
bristles flopping over.
cloth.
"Spring, Laugh, Love
Another catchy piece is
entitled "L.A. Fan Club." A II" is a particularly eye-

Balanced precariously
in a flower pot, a largerthan -life paintbrush jumps
out and visuallyat tacksthe
viewer. The beauty of this
work is the amazing detail
put into it.

1%.

LEVITATION’S
PRE-CHRISTMAS
DOLLAR SALE

BUY ONE
the

SECOND
ONE DOLLAR
TONS OF PANTS
MOVIN ON CORDS
BRUSHED DENIMS
PRE-WASHED SEVERAL STYLES
LADY WRANGLERS
MANY MORE

Mix & Match from a
wide assortment of
Guys & Gals colors,
styles & labncs.

OPEN TONITE 711.9
SJS Students receive 5.

"We all contribute to
the material," Burns said.
"We do songs by everybody
in the band."
They mentioned that
some of their latest tunes
have been collaborations
during rehearsals.
"In
our case,"
Ravicchio said, "there are
usually so many good ideas
that come out of thhe band
that we have to sift through
them and come out with the
best."

buck unless you play top
40," Osborne said.
"We’ve built up a
really large following here
and it’s not going to follow
us if we leave the area,"
Meagher added. "We’re
fortunately one of the
better paid bands in t’ .
area and clubs out of the
area won’t pay the kind of
money we make here."
The band works six
nights a week, playing each
night at different local
clubs.
"The South Bay is one
of the best areas for beings
group tnat plays its own
material," Ravicchio said
"In places like L. A., either
you play top 40 or you have
a record deal."
Poker Face recently
sent demo tapes to record
labels.
"We’re now working on
the record angle of our

Performer Profile

with
former
forces
colleague J. J. Aassen to
create "Horse of a Different Color." The show is
billed by the Triton
Museum brochure as a
cornerstone of art in the
South Bay.

The most impressive of
his works is a large piece
titled "Scale and Identity."
The work, of pencil pastel
and collage focuses on a
cut-out of the Mona Lisa in
the left corner.

playing cards," he said.
"But actually the name
related more to what a
poker face is i serious
business i rather than
cards."
Almost all of the band’s
songs are original comeach
with
positions,
member of the group
material,
contributing
rather than one or two
doing all the songwriting.

DAILY 10 to 9
SUN. 11 to 7

DISCOUNT w

D

Corner of 5th it Santa Clara
One Block From Campus

till’, ad

The
catching tapestry.
surface is covered with
bright splashes of red,
brown, pink, yellow, purple
and blue interspersed with
large simple flowers. On
top of that surface is a
layer of white tulle.
An
interesting
lihtograph is in pink and
yellow and features a child
eating cotton candy.
Called "Fiesta in San
Jose," the background is
made up of a drawing of the
Center for the Performing
Arts.
All in all, the show is
well worth the trip to the
Triton Museum. The wide
variety of styles and
medium hold something for
all tastes.

But all the members
agree that the hardest part
of completing a song is
"getting it together."
or
"Organizing
arranging the song is the
most difficult part of
writing a song," Meagher
said.
Strong, clean vocals,
reminiscent of the Doobie
Brothers, highlight Polder
Face’s driving, rhythmic
Essentially a
sound.
dance, party band, Poker
Face starts of many of
their
shows
with
"Markita," a hot jazzy
little number that gets the
feet moving and the heart
pounding.
The band’s tempo
never lets up, even when
switching to a reggaeinfluenced tune, "Down in
the Carribbean," that
features a throbbing Latin
beat.
"Just Another Morning," a song that addresses itself to the
workday
blues,
is
highlighted by a hot blistering, bluesy harmonica,
played
with
emotional finesse by
Burns.
During their four-year
existence, Poker Face has
played primarily in the
South Bay.
"Mostly because it’s
real hard for a band that’s
doing their material togo
elsewhere and make a good

business," Meagher said.
"If we’re able to get out of
the area and signed with
somebody, then we can
start making money out of
town thhat’s comparable or
better than what we’re
making now."
Since the group doesn’i
highlight any one person,
they feel they have an
advantage over the groups
that do.
"If you don’t work
together you don’t grow
very much musically,"
Ravicchio said.
"And
unless you have more than
an emotional involvement
you can’t stay together."
Poker Face is actually
what the band refers to as
"a small business." They
receive salaries, and all
other money goes to
equipment purchasing and
upkeep.
"We’ve all invested
money into the business so
that when emotion times
come along that are hard,
we’re still tied into the
group," Osborne said.
Predicting a band’s
future is as difficult as
forecasting the weather.
However, for Poker Face,
the future looks promising.
With a few key breaks, this
band could easily break
into radio’s top 10 slot.
If
Poker
Face’s
driving, energetic sound
doesn’t get your blood
moving.. you’ve probably
got ice water in your veins.
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’Demonic’ faith grows
from spiritual vacuum
emptiness that leads to the
indiscriminate acceptance
which marked the tragedy
in Guyana, according to the
Rev. Dr. Arthur F.
Glasser, a Presbyterian
scholar.
"We’ve become so
mushyheaded and tolerant
in America that people say
any religion is okay, but the
fact is that they can be
demonic," Glasser said in

an interview. "Such is the
curse of Biblical faith."
Glasser, dean of the
school of world mission at
the Fuller Theological
Seminary in Pasadena,
Calif., is among those who
see the relativism and
nihilism of the times as
leaving many unable to
between
distinguish
religious realities and
fraud, between the divine
and the demonic.

Synanon founder
free, in hospital

highly
"Our
secularizid society.. has
dangerous
created aa
spiritual vacuum," writes
philosopher John E. Smith
of Yale University, adding
that the dispair it engenders leads people to accept
"the charismatic fanatic
because they believe he
can deliver them from the
nihilism of the times."

(AP) - One religion is
as good as another."
That view is widelly
advocated and echoed
these days in the name of
open-minded tolerance and
intellectual sophistication.
"Take your pick. It makes
no difference. Do your own
thing."
While the attitude
parades as tolerance, it
actually sums up the

PHOENIX, Ariz. (AP)
- Synanon founder Charles
Dederich, free on $100,000
bond in a rattlesnake attack on an attorney,
remains in serious condition but has improved
enough so he will be moved
soon from a coronary-care
unit
to
general -care
facilities,
a
hospital
spokeswoman said Wednesday. His family,
meanwhile, asked a court
for control of his affairs.
Guardianship papers
filed Tuesday in Mohave
County courthouse in
Kingman
ask
that
Dederich’s wife, Regina,
and daughter, Cecelia
Jason, be named legal
guardians.
Gladys Stahl, a
spokeswoman for St.
Joseph’s
Hospital
in
Phoenix, said there was no
indication when the 65year-old Dederich might be
discharged
from
the
hospital. There were
published reports that it
could be this weekend but
she said, "I have no in-

formation on that but I’m
pretty sure it won’t be this
weekend." Dederich had
been flown there under
police guard early Tuesday
from a hospital in
Kingman.
Several hours after the
flight,
emergency
Dederich’s attorneys
posted a $100,000 bond
following a hearing in a
Lake Havasu City justice
court. The bond figure was
reduced from $500,000, an
amount imposed Saturday
following his arrest in that
city.

Correction
The caption lathe top
picture on page four of
yesterday’s Daily incorrectly
identified
Richard Thaw as the moon
rock examiner. Pictured
was Dr. David Anderson,
geology
assistant
professor.
The Daily regrets the
error.

Frat throws party for kids
Twenty four children
from the Santa Clara
Valley Childrens Shelter
will be treated to a
Christmas Party tonight at
the Theta Chi Fraternity
House.
According to Theta Chi
spokesman Pete Silva, the
children will be guests at a

special Christmas dinner
and later receive a visit
from a gift-bearing Santa
Claus. The children will
also make Christmas tree
ornaments.
After fi-e years in
passing, Theta Chi will
again make the party an
annual event.

The Rev. Hohn P.
Newport, professor of
religios studies at Rice
University in Houston and
author of sereal books on
demonism and cults, says
the macabre events a
Guyana showed various
"earmarks
of
the
demonic,"including.
"Preoccupation with
pain and death, distortion
and perversion of sex and
family life, mind control,
use of religion and a
vehicle for power with the
leader claiming to be God
incarnate. deprivation of
freedom and progression
from something seemingly
good
to
moral
degeneracy."
Glasser said Fuller
inan
seminary,
terdominational institution
2,300
now enrolling about
students in schools of
missions, psychology and
theology has steadily
challenged the relativistic
trends.
"Our generation has
produced more new
religious cults than any
generation in the total
history of the human
race," he said. "Many
people are so jaded that
they uncritically accept
and idea that comes down
the pike.

spartaguide
National
Press
Photographers Association
will hold its final meeting
of the semester at 6:30 p.m.
Please
today in J 101.
attend, as elections for
spring officers will be held.

Inter-Cultural Steering
Committee badly needs
translators to help new
foreign students during
week.
registration
Speakers of Cantonese,
Korean,
Mandarin,
Japanese, Persian, Arabic,
Indonesian and Spanish
who can give six hours of
their time on Jan. 22
through 27. Please contact

Muriel Andrews
at the
International Center, 2794575 or 277-3691.
CARP will meet at 2
p.m. today in the S.U.
Costanoan Room. There
will be a guest lecturer
from S.F.S.U.
Environmental Health
Club will meet at 1:30
p.m.today in Duncan Hall,
room 243.
Women’s Studies will
meet at 12:30 p.m. today in
the S.U. Montalvo Room.
Bring your lunch and hear
a panel of experts speak on
"Teaching Ethic W.S."

Women’s
Rugby
Association will meet at 7
p.m. today in the Instruction Resource Center.
Campus Christian
Center will hold Episcopal
Services at 6:30 p.m.
Sunday.
SJSU Frisbee Club will
hold their 2nd "California
Ultimate Frisbee Championship" this Saturday
and Sunday at the South
Campus athletic Field.
Black Student Union
will meet at 5:30 p.m. today
in the S.U. Guadalupe
Room.

Elevators
installed
for disabled
Five elevators have
been installed during
the past year at SJSU
for
handicapped
students in various
campus buildings.
The men’s and
women’s
physical
education buildings and
Morris
Dailey
Auditorium are now the
only buildings without
elevators.
Other remodeling
projects to aid the
handicapped have been
slower in coming,
however.
According
to

Diabled
Services
Coordinator
Mary
Rogers, remodeling in
the P.E. buildings
should start by next
spring. Remodeling can
begin only after her
office examines and
approves
the
remodeling plans and
bids from contractors,
Rogers said.
Improvements such
as railings in the
showers, removal vf
aisle benches in the
locker area and more
toilets with railings in
the stall need to be
made in the buildings,
she said.
According
to
handicapped student
Sharon
Scheppke,
physical
education
major, there is a need

for more accessible
toilets in the P.E. area
than the one already in
the four-block area on
E. San Carlos Street.
"A lot of what
they’ve
done
is
tokenism," Scheppke
said. Problems remain,
however. For instance,
the foot flush pedals in
the toilets are too low to
be operated by hand and
need handles, she said.
The cafeteria in the
Student
Activities
Building should have
more than one accessible
doorway,
Scheppke said. In order
to get into the dining
area of the S.U.
Building, she said, she
has to go out of the
Student
Activities
Building from the

southside in order to get
in the Student Union
from the westside
doorway.
Scheppke said it
would be much easier to
get to t her Student
Union if a ramp were
installed at the eastside
doorway of the Student
Activities Building.
Rogers also commented on the "roundabout" accessibility in
the Student Union and
the Business Tower
where students have to
go out of their way to get
to class.
According to Angelo
Centanni, director of the
Facilities
Planning
Office at SJSU, the
governor’s budget each
year includes a certain
amount of money for

removing architectural
barriers from buildings.
The Chancellor’s
Office in Long Beach
distributes the money to
the campuses and
which
determines
improvements
have
priority, Centanni said.
The office also determines how much money
each campus
receive depending on
how much money is
available.
Both Centanni and
Rogers point out that
the control rooms in the
radio and TV studios in
the Speech and Drama
Building are inaccessible because of the
narrow doors and steps
leading to them.

Demos won’t quarrel
at midterm convention issimmimaan%
MEMPHIS,
Tenn.
(AP) - The Democratic
Party will try to pay tribute
to President Carter at its

midterm convention this
weekend witout quarreling
over his foreign and
domestic policies.

flationary and favors a
gradual,
phased -in
program.

Musical
recitals

The White House
averted one potentially
heated confrontation with
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy,
D -Mass., the leading
congressional supporter of
national health insurance,
by agreeing to reaffirm its
support of the 1976
Democratic Platform plank
calling for enactment of
health
comprehensive
insurance. The agreement
was reached in telephone
negotiations between White
House staffers and Kennedy.

But there remained the
possibility of a floor fight
on the issue, as party
liberals collected enough
signatures from delegates
to force consideration of a
resolution calling for
enactment of a national
health insurance program
by next year.

A faculty recital by the
SJSU Music Department
will be held Dec. 10 at 3:30
p.m. Sunday in Concert
Hall.
A $1.50 donation is
Kennedy
didn’t
requested to provide music
commit himself to attend
scholarships for SJSU
the convention until he was
students.
assured of a means to avoid
Featured in this fourth
a confrontation over health
concert of the seies will be
insurance. His attitutde
Allen Strange, professor of
reflected that of many
composition and director of
Kennedy
wants
immembers
of
the
the Electronic Music
mediate
action
on
a
congressional
wing of the
Studio at SJSU.
national
health
insurance
party,
who
are
reluctant
to
His work will include
The
ad- get into embarrassing and
various acoustic and program.
contends divisive airings of their
electronic media, and will ministration
feature a variety of faculty, quick action could be in- differences with Carter.
community and student
artists.
Works scheduled for
the performance include
Dust,"
of
"Volumes
featuring baritone Ron
Williams, and conducted
by San Francisco State
Books, Posters, Games,
professor
University
Magazines, Models
Stephen Ruppenthal;
:
"Charms for String OrTOtkiEN HEAdQUARTERS
chestra," conducted by
:
SJSU .
Jakey,
Lauren
Great Gift Ideas for the
professor of string; "The
:
Sci/ Fic fan on your list!
Ring
Hairbreath
Screamers for 14 flutes and
Dungeons & Dragons
Tape," conducted by
Fantasy Game
- $7.99
Strange and featuring the
Flute Salad Ensemble.
Also scheduled are
983 S. BASCOM AVE., SAN JOSE
"Bit," and electronic work
998-4547
for tape.

r ,

-- 1
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Science Fiction/ Fantasy

LOOKING FOR A
PLACE TO BEGIN?
Maybe you should look into the Peace Corps and
VISTA Peace Corps and VISTA Volunteers are people
pretty much like you People with commitment and skills
who have decided there must be more to life than just
holding down a job
The problems our Volunteers deal with both
overseas and here at home aren’t new, such as the cycle
of poverty that traps one generation after another
because they’re too busy holding on to get ahead the
debilitating effects of malnutrition and disease education
that’s either too little or none, skills that are lacking with
no means to get them
Your college training qualifies you to handle more of
these problems than you might think, such as teaching
nutrition and health practices. organizing communities to
work on problems ranging from neighborhood stop signs
to utility rates and tax reforms, advising small businerses.
introducing better agricultural techniques, building
classrooms and roads or working on reforestation
programs The number of jobs to dots enormous. One of
them probably just fits ysiiir skills and training
The pay is nothing to write home about, but there’s
one thing we can promise you There will be plenty to
write home about.
Look into the Peace Corps and VISTA There’, no
better place to begin
Slideshow on Peace Corps 12 11(1011, Dec 7
Career Placement. Room. School of Business

PEACE CORPS/VISTA ON CAMPUS

STUDENT UNION
Tues.-Thurs., Dec. 5-7, 9 a.m.-3 p.m.

..

When it comes to student services,
Bank of America
offers a complete course.
If you’re looking for the bank that can do the most for you, you’ll
be impressed with our credentials.
We offer a complete range of student banking services: College
Plan* Checking, a wide variety of Savings Plans, and if you qualify,
Student BankAmericard* Visa’ Instant Cash overdraft
protection, educational loans and more.
We also offer Consumer Information Reports to provide you
with the kind of straighttothe-point facts you need to know about
banking. Including, "A Guide to Checks and Checking:. "How to

Establish Credit:. "Ways to Finance an Education:. "Rights and
Responsibilities: Age 18; and more. You can pick them up free at
our branches.
You see, e figure the more you know about banking, the
more you’re going to want to bank with the bank that can do you
the most good. both in school and after.
Quite a few Californians think that’s us. If you look over all we
have to offer, we think you’ll agree.
Depend on us. More California college students do.

BANK0F AMERICA

M
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Pre-game spirits

Tailgaters’ tastes vary: an assortment of wine served with

Beer Nuts?
Tailgating parties - they’re half the fun of attending college football games and a tradition at
SJSU. Fraternities, sororities, campus clubs,
alumni and families park and party outside Spartan
Stadium before each home game. Bottles are uncorked, kegs are cracked open and feasts are
consumed - all in the name of Spartan spirit. And
the football game? Oh, that’s enjoyed, too.

photos by Paul Chinn

SJSU President Gail Fullerton and Councilman Al Garza were among one group of
steak-eatiing tailgaters.

Cheerleader Debbie
atmosphere.

Lloyd soaks up

the

Spartan football fan George Greeno (far left) and friends prepare to devour a table -long sandwich created by his wife. Sue.

wir coupon

Mr. Smith, Who is he??
es

st(0110 ft Ss*

SPECIAL
1 OOFT of Kodak Film
(11111%
tri

:h4Xi
Ik
SIM saWJSCUS & BEER
FREE
sowfticgink
anyjub

expires
Dec. 1 3

Oh, he’s the Landlord and he’s decided to sell this
place. Wow! I can’t afford an increase in rent!
Has this happened to you? Well, maybe it’s time
you looked into your own investment needs. For
professional assistance, please call for an appointment.

cAntique

1

Farzad Emami
Investment Broker

19601 1V1(1)(1-an 5,1
San .1w.... (1A 95120

268-1150

1 Western Bulk Loader
4 Film Cassettes
ALL THIS FOR

$20.95
ISCOUNT CAMERA SALES
1 7 1 S 3rd St

S J
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Appeals court ruling reopens
Air Force discharges of gays
WASHINGTON (AP) A federal appeals court
Wednesday ordered the Air
Force to reopen the case of
Leonard P. Matlovich, who
was discharged in 1975
after acknowledging he
was a homosexual.
The appeals court
made a similar ruling in
the case of a Navy ensign.
Matlovich’s discharge
prompted nationwide
protests from the gay
and
community
Matlovitch, now living in
San Francisco, became a
prominent spokesman for
gay rights.
v A it,,,,,r(1/

81.te.

Omega Psi Phi Menton Pryor points to Pledge Vernon Van’s "lamp of knowledge", the fraternity
symbol which must be worn by pledges throughout their pledging period. The 19 pledges began
pledging Saturday and were lined up for "inspection" yesterday afternoon in front of the Student
Union on dress -up day, according to Pryor.

The three -judge panel
reversed an earlier ruling
by U.S. District Judge
Gerhard A. Gesell, who had
upheld the discharge on
grounds that there is no

constitutional right to
engage in homosexual
activity.
In an opinion written
by Judge Oscar H. Davis,
the appeals court said it
does nut challenge the right
of the Air Force to
discharge homosexuals.
But Davis said the Air
Force had failed to give a
"specific. reason" why
Matlovich should not have
fallen under an exemption
some
allows
that
homosexuaLs to stay in the
service.
In ordering a review of
the Berg case, the court
said that his case has "the
same defect ... as we have
found in Matlovich - the
failure of the service to
articulate adequately why
it determined not to retain"
Berg.

Berg, a graduate of the
Naval Academy, was
assigned to the USS Little
Rock when an enlisted man
accused him of attempting
to perform a homosexual
act. Berg admitted being a
homosexual but denied Ow
enlisted man’s accusation.
He was discharged in June
1976.

technical sergeant.
His battle to remain in
the Air Force, which has
been made the subject of
television movie, began .n
1975 when he admitted to
his superior that he was a
homosexual. He insisted
homosexual
his
that
relationships were limited
to consenting adults and
that they occurred in
private, while he was off
duty and away from the
military base.

Matlovich, 35, a
decorated Vietnam veteran
who served 12 years in the
Air Force, was discharged
in 1975 with the rank of

HAVE A HAIR AFFAIR
At
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Lawmakers raise own salaries Japan
in
(API -- Ohio and
Illinois aren’t the only
places where lawmakers
have ignored President
Carter’s voluntary wage
guidelines. City and state
officials in scattered areas
of the country have approved or are considering
pay boosts for themselves
far in exceSs of what Carter
urged as part of his antiinflation program.
An Associated Press
spot check showed that the
raises generally range
from several hundred to
several thousand dollars.
Some were approved by
previous
legislative
sessions. In most cases,
the increases are the first
in a number of years.
Carter has called for a
general limit of 7 percent
on annual increases in
wage and fringe benefits

combined.
The president s chief
inflation fighter, Alfred
Kahn, has announced that
he is telegraphing each
legislature, asking it to
abide by the voluntary
wage standards.
Kahn, chairman of the
Council on Wage and Price
Stability, said that increases approved by the
Ohio
and
Illinois
were
legislatures
and
outrageous
irresponsible. He appealed
to members of the public to
put pressure on the
lawmakers to keep increases down. "It’s up to
them to scream," he said.
"These people were elected
by them."
The Illinois Legislature
approved pay hikes for
totaling 40
members
percent over four years.

also
lawmakers
The
okayed a 16 percent boost
in the governor’s salary
and a 32 percent inccrease
for most other top officials.
The City Council in
Providence, R.I., is considering boosting members’
salaries, now at $3,000 a
year, by 19.1 percent effective Jan. 1. Supporters
of the move note that the
councilmen have not had a
raise for eight years.
Kahn, asked to comment on the plan, rejected
that argument. "There is
no allowance for cathing up
for past years," said Kahn,
noting that the proposal
which may be voted on
Thursday includes plans
for future raises as well as
the immediate hike.
Providence
Mayor
Vincent A. Cianci Jr. has
warned that he will veto the

pay proposal in its present
form. Cianci also has said
he will not accept a pay
increase himself.
The
Metropolitan
Nashville Tenn. Council,
has approved a plan to
boost the mayor’s salary
from $25,000 to $50,000 a
year a 100 percent increase. The proposal also
calls for a 100 percent boost
in the vice mayor’s salary,
now $4,200 a year, and a 50
percent boost in council
member’s current pay of
$3,600 a year.

Salaries had been
frozen for 15 years under
the city charter, but voters
in last month’s election
approved a charter
amendment lifting the
ceiling. The new levels
were recommended by the
Civil Service Commission.

the ring sale.
$5995
save up to $34.50
2 days only!

Men’s traditional Siladium’ rings and selected women’s

gold

TOKYO AP - Twenty Japanese tankers
carrying a total of 1.5 billion gallons of Arab oil are
sitting motionless in the Pacific near Iwo Jima.
They’re a floating stockpile to help assure that the
flow of oil, vital to Japan’s industry, doesn’t dry up.
The tankers have only one order from the
Japanese government: Stay in a 250-mile -square
area south of Japan until needed. The nearest ship
is about 600 miles from Tokyo. Some have been
there since Sept. 1, with their engines running just
enough to buck the tide.
"The tanker reserve, as we call it, uses idle
tankers and is part of the official program to increase Japan’s emergency oil reserve to 20 million
tons 6 billion gallons by year 1985," said Kazuo
Takayama, chief planner of the Japan National Oil
Corp. Japan uses about 220 million gallons of oil a
day.
There is not enough storage space on land to
hold the reserves the country thinks it needs. Japan
has no oil of its own.
He added: "It’s one way to increase oil imports
and cut Japan’s trade surplus."

"1.
GARY DID,
Gary Paulus
Advertising Maj
20% off with this ad

the most important
design changes
for college rings
in 25 years

rings

are an unusual buy at $59.95. If you want really outstanding savings,
now is the time to buy your college ring.

ThE/IRTORVED

ocean tankers

ARTCARVED’s new fashion rings are very different from traditional college rings Each is a
unique, contemporary design, and very much your college Whichever style you choose in our
large collection can be personalized by the custom features you select

REPRESENTATIVE
has a large collection of rings

John Quincy Adams
Ask to see them.

Thurs., Dec. 7, 10 a.m.-7 p.m.
Fri., Dec. 8,10 a.m.-5 p.m.

airirgPattall

Dooko

San JosØ State University

"LAST CHANCE FOR SPECIAL PRICES"
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American
dependents
flee Iran
Hundreds left Iran
TEHRAN, IRAN 1API
yesterday, joining the growing exodus of foreign
workers fleeing anti-government violence that has
enveloped the country. Oil Production continued to
tumble because of a crippling three-day strike by
Iranian workers.
Were not taking any chances," said one
American woman as she sat in the lobby of the
Tehran Hilton waiting to go to the airport. "These
troubles are getting on our nerves. We’ve had death
threats and abuse and we’ve just had enough. I
don’t know if we’ll ever go back again."
Meanwhile, reliable sources reported that
Iran’s political opposition leader, Karim Sanjaby of
of the National Front, had been released from
detention yesterday evening. The report gave rise
to speculation that the 71 -year-old Sanja by, who was
arrested Nov. 8, had been freed to help form a
coalition government to stem the street violence.
Scores of American families stationed in
Isfahan, south of Tehran, flew to the United States
yesterday. Most of the women declined to be
identified because they feared for their husbands
remaining in Iran.
The U.S. and British embassies issued warnings
to their nationals to stay off the streets as fears
grew that opponents of Shah Mohammad Reza

Pahlavi planned a showdown for Ashura on Dec. 1011, the peak of religious fervor during the holy
month of Moharram.
The month is an emotion-charged period when
religious zealots march in procession and scourge
themsleves to mourn the 641 A.D. assassination of
Imam Hossein, the grandson of the Prophet
Mohammed.
The military government has banned
demonstrations, but street violence has flared
almost every night since the weekend.
Some reports say that as many as 15,000
foreigners have left the country since September.
Diplomatic sources, however, estimated that up to
8.000 foreigners, including some 5,500 American
dependents, have left Iran in the last two months.
About 45,000 Americans and 110,000 other
foreigners were in Iran last January when religious
demonstrators opposed to the shah’s modernization
reforms and political foes seeking reforms in his
authoritarian rule took to the streets.
"It’s not exactly amass exodus but it’s not far
off," a Western diplomat said. "However, it should
be noted that many men are simply getting their
families out of town until things cool down."
The Japanese foreign ministry in Tokyo said
some Japanese businessmen and their families
were leaving Iran, but officials said they had no
exact numbers available. About 7,000 Japanese are
stationed in Iran.
One Tokyo new agency said about 2,000 persons
had returned to Japan or had been evacuated to
London, Vienna and other European cities.
Western diplomats reported that the Iraninn
army has beefed up its guards protecting
Americans and other foreigners working in the
strike-bound oil-fields in the southwest.

Mann show misleading
News Council
calls program
very ’flawed’
MINNEAPOLIS AP I - The National News
Council held Wednesday
that an NBC News
documentary on the
lifestyle in California’s
was
Mann
County
"journalistically flawed"
in some essential points.
But the council
rejected a complaint that
the program, "I Want it All
Now," was "vicious,
distorted and irresponsible
journalism." That charge
had been made by Barbara
Boxer, a member of the
Marin County Board of
Supervisors.
The protest was one of
several the council was
reviewing in the second
day of its sixth annual
meeting.
The council is an innon-profit
dependent,
advisory group composed
chiefly of news media
executives and some from
other occupations.
The group deliberating
Wednesday included 10

council members and four
assistants or advisers.
The council reviewed
several parts of the NBC
program and concurred
that the network had
misled viewers by not fully
explaining some sequences, or failed to check out
statistics quoted by some
Mann residents as hears a y . The council’s
grievance committee
6-1
to
recommended
support the complaint.
The Council ruled 8-2
that the documentary
incorrectly conveyed that
Mann
County
had
unusually high suicide,
alcoholism and divorce
rates compared with the
rest of California.
Also
cited
as
misleading were two
ssequences. One depicted a
$225 birthday party to
impress kids how nice it is
to be rich. The council
found
this
was a
promotional event which
the program did not
identify as such.
A second event was the
so-called "secret garden."

The documentary said
women came there for
"sensual pleasures," including massages by males
and stroking with a
peacock feather, among
other diversions. Patrons
of the garden were charged

$180 for a four-hour session.
The panel found that this
sequence
was
a
"recreation in a new setting"
actually in a
specially propped up
"garden " in San Francisco.

Congress aide
sentenced for
embezzlement
A one-time aide to
SAN LUIS OBISPO (API
former California Congressman Burt Talcott was
sentenced today to five years probation after pleading
guilty to embezzling more than $25,000 from a San Luis
Obispo linen and supply company.
In addition to probation, Richard May, 33, was
ordered by the San Luis Obispo Superior Court to pay
$30,000 in restitution, donate 500 hours to community
service and undergo psychiatric treatment.
May was an aide to Talcott, a Salinas Republican
congressman who served from 1974-76. He was a
bookkeeper for the Model Linen and Land Supply Co.
from January 1977 to last July.
Judge Richard Kirkpatrick declined to follow a
district attorney’s recommendation that May serve a
year in the county jail, choosing instead the community service requirement.
VIP/
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1696 S. Wolfe Rd., SV 732-1031
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Group Rates
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I STEVENS PARA-LOFT

Thurs., Dec. 7

GET DOWN!

Gail Zyler

At The Laundry Works
Free Disco Dance Lessons
Every Wednesday, 8-10pm
This Wednesday come to
our "RUM REVOLUTION."
Each rum drink is 50(r
from 4-7pm. Come and enjoy!

Fri., Dec. 8

The Charmers
Sat,, Dec 9

Foggy Dawn
163 West Santa Clara Street
San lose
Always Free!
LAUNDRY WORKS
47 N. San Pedro St.
San lose 27l456

CHANUKAH
DANCE/ PARTY
Sat., Dec. 9, 8 p.m.
SJSU Student Union
Music Room
Everyone Welcome
Candle Lighting
Israeli folksinger
Israeli Folkdancing
LIVE BAND
Disco
Food and Drink
Including Potato Latkes

\,
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SAN PEDRO
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COUNTRY
STORE

San Jose
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Admission s I 25

Children under 12 free
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Rqb 13aron
STEAK HOUSES
On the observation level
of the Reid-Hi//view Airport.
(Across from Eastridge)

Classical Guitarist Extraordinaire: RICARDO PETI (Fri. and Sat. Nights)
Big Screen Sporting events (No cover charge)
Happy Hour M-F 3:00 - 6:00
Steaks, prime rib, seafood, entertainment.

STONEG ROUND
DEC. 8 & 9

SKYCREEK
TUESDAY,

DEC. 12

GAMBLER

1,1,11,4ht

POKER FACE
i

TONIGHT

FRIDAY & SATURDAY,

Sponsored by
Hillel and
Associated Students, SJSU

,ssods.

Jump Into
The ADVENTURE
of
SPORT
PARACHUTING!
lit Jump

FAT CHANCE
nail

lie

BILLY C. FARLOW
wed thurs Dec 13 14

WEDNESDAY,

DEC. 13

ALL TAYLOR
BAND

CORNELL HERD
MOONLIGHTERS
lri . Der 15

HOODOO
RHYTHM DEVILS
THE COUNTRY STORE TAVERN
167 W El Camino
5"..10.21*. CA

MORI

21 or older / l.0 REQUIRED
Advanced tickets available at ell BASS outlets
30 So. Central Campbell
374-4000
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FBI discovers fraudulent missile sales ring
SAN FRANCISCO i AP - The FBI reported
Wednesday it has cracked a ring that tried to sell nonexistent missiles and other weapons to undercover FBI
agents.
One man, Mike Sheen, was arrested in Seattle in
the $810,000 scheme, the FBI reported. Arrest warrants
were issued for three others - Mike Cavanaugh, Bob
Baker and Gary Terrell - as well as for four other
unnamed men.
The complaint was filed last Friday and unsealed
Wednesday. An FBI affidavit tells this story:
On Nov. 9 an agent received information from a
confidential informant about the sale of military
hardware from Sheen. Two undercover agents went to

Seattle Nov. 20 and one of them along with the
met Sheen and Cavanaugh.

in-

formant

Sheen discussed the sale of stolen missiles,
weapons and furnishing of secret plans to a laser
tracking beam being developed by Boeing Aerospace.
The next day they negotiated further and Sheen
allegedly said he could produce one French -made HOT
missiles, two Nike Hercule missies, 1,000 Lai Lois or
Uzi submachine guns and the laser blueprints.
The agent agreed to pay $810,000 and turned over
$1,000 for a copy of one page of the blueprints so it could
be determined if they were authentic.

Sheen told the agent the deal would be completed
in San Francisco, that the warehouse where the
missiles would be delivered was about six blocks from
the Oakland airport and the truck Terell would drive to
the San Francisco Bay area with the missiles would be
loaded inside the building.
On Nov. 24 Sheen,the agent and informant met in
San Francisco and agreed on a Dec. 1 delivery and
Sheen was paid an additional $9,000.
Sheen also allegedy said that after the deal went
through, he would be able to provide 90-pound atom
bombs that could be detonated from another location
and even be dropped from planes and within the next 30

Carter aide’s choices
WASHINGTON AP - Alfred Kahn, the Carter
administration’s chief inflation fighter, said Wednesday the government soon may have to choose
between rationing unleaded gasoline or doubling its
price.
Kahn, chairman of the Council on Wage and Price
Stability, said a panel of economists should have a
report ready within a week on how the shortage of
unleaded fuel and steady price increases in home
heating oil will affect the fight against inflation.
But, Kahn added that he’s already decided for
himself that the reason for the spot shortages of
unleaded gasoline- which most late-model cars require
- is continuation of government controls over the price
of gasoline and other fuels.
Conceding that "the tension between the inflation

days would be able to provide a Trident missile.
On Dec. 1 the FBI agents placed a -substantial
amount" of money in a safety deposit box in a Seattle
bank and Sheen had a representative verify the money
was there.
Terrell failed to appear for the agreed delivery and
no
a search of the warehouse disclosed it contained
missiles or weapons.
An expert quoted in an FBI affidavit said the cop!
certaiii
of plans furnished by Sheen -included
diagrams that could be a component part of the
drawings that would go into the laser tracking
system."

rationing, price hike

problem on one hand and the energy problem on the
other is tearing us apart," he added, "In the long run I
believe the government has to let the price of energy go
up."
The longer the domestic price of oil is held below
the world market price, the sharper the increase will
be when controls finally end, Kahn said, adding:
"There’s no way I can resolve that dilemma. I can’t
find a panacea."
Kahn testified before the congressional Joint
Economic Committee, which is investigating whether
President Carter’s program of voluntary wage and
price guidelines has a chance of success against inflation.
Rep. Margaret Heckler, It-Mass., told Kahn that
many Americans have trouble understanding why the

government is fighting price increases in every
business except the oil industry.
She said recent price increases for heating oil
already had led to one incident of violence against an
oil company in Massachusetts. Unless the problem is
solved, she said, it will lead to a "social upheaval" that
will make other aspects of the inflation fight pale in
comparison.
Kahn responded by reminding the committee that
the goverment’s price guidelines are as applicable to
the oil industry as to any other business.
The only solutions for the spot shortages of
gasoline, he added, are short-range rationing or letting
prices go up.
Speaking to reporters later, Kahn indicated the

choice could be a 100 percent increase in the price of
leaded fuel or consumer rationing.
The three committee members who attended
agreed with Kahn on one thing: mandatory wage-price
controls over most of the economy will not work. The
committee issued a staff report concluding that even a
congressional debate over controls would worsen inflation.
He said he expects to have ready next month a
recommendation on wl,ether the $2.65 hourly minimum
wage should be allowed to increase to $2.00 as
scheduled on Jan. 1 or whether it should be delayed or
scaled back. There is wide-spread agreement among
economists that the increase could deal a sharp blow to
the fight against inflation.
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We work wonders with the wok!
W is for wok, that marvelous centuries-old invention we use to
steam and stir and toss and turn so many of our flavorful specialties. Choose Malaysian Cashew Shrimp or Vegetable SautØ, or
perhaps you’d prefer Zhivago’s Beef Stroganoff or a Walnut Fresh
Mushroom Casserole. W is for a Whole
menu of delightfully varied dishes. Each
one prepared with a luscious medley of
spices and herbs and without preservatives
00d
or chemicals. W is for Welcome. .. to the
world of better eating at The Good Earth
Restaurants.
Making good food taste lyttet, naturally.

the

earth

CUPERTINO -208E4 Stevens Creek Blvd. (near Saratoga -Swim
Rd.) 252-3555. SANTA CLARA-270S The Alameda (near U of
Clara) 984-0960. PALO ALTO -IRS University Ave., 321-9449.

Pay $2.69 for your beverage:
get a superburger platter free.

Or buy our Superburger Special, and
we’ll pop for the pop.* A cooked to order
half pounder, french fries, condiments, sumptuous
salad bar and choice of any soft drink on hand.
It’s the Sizzler fair trade plan. Get this coupon
into the Sizzler and bring your friends. Everybody
with you who orders our Superburger Special gets
a trip to the salad bar and soft drink on the
house. (Reg. Superburger alone $2.69 -- save
$1.34 each.)

SIZZLER

FAMILY STEAK HOUSES
4"

151 West Santa Clara (San Pedro Square)

THE HOME OF
STEAK LOVERS

Upon Esti-% Dos 7 Stan, -10 10 pm Ricaktast. Loos h. Dinner. Sunday Mink II

(Coupon good antH 12/ 15/ 78)
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Homes and industries use less natural gas
WASHINGTON I API The natural gas shortage
that plagued the nation over the past four years has
finally begun to wind down not because of any spurt
in production, but because householders and industries
have learned to get along with less gas, or even without
It
But the improvement is uneven. As a result, gas
industry spokesmen say, some pipelines and utilities
can start selling natural gas to new customers, but
others still cannot fill the needs of their users.
Further improvement is expected for the next
three to five years, says George H. Lawrence,
president of the American Gas Association. This is
because additional gas supplies previously withheld
from sale should become available with elimination of
the country’s two-market system and its price differences. Lawrence says.
This improvement has been called a "gas glut" or
-bubble," ill -chosen phrases that made experienced
observers here wonder how the low gas supply of
recent years suddenly turned into abundance
The answer is, simply, that it didn’t.
After peaking at 22.6 trillion cubic feet in 1973, U.S.
natural gas production slid back, year bv year, to only
19.5 trillion in 1976. In 1977 production almost leveled
off at about 19.4 trillion cubic feet.
The downslide left many pipelines and utilities far
short of the gas they owed customers. As utilities
temporarily shut off deliveries, industrial users given
a low priority by the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission were usually the first to suffer.
Many of them switched to other fuels, mainly oil,
and are not anxious to trust their fate to natural gas
again.
An Energy Department survey last April said that
natural gas, which provided 37.6 percent of the energy
used by reporting industries in 1972, accounted for only
30.1 percent in the first half of 1977.
At the same time, the percentage of their energy
from fuel oil went up from 9.8 to 13.9, and that from
electricity rose from 15.1 to 17.1. Their direct use of
coal held steady, just over 20 percent.
The department called this "a substantial switch
by participating firms away from the dominant fuel

source of natural gas."
And as natural gas prices rose during those years,
gas association statistics show a decline in average per
customer residential gas use from 130,400 cubic feet in
1972 to 118,700 in 1977 a decline which was interrupted
but not reversed by two cold winters.
The result has been that nationwide use of natural
gas has backed down, out of necessity, to accommodate itself to the new, low supplies and the new,
high prices. Gas association figures show that utilities
,harged the average residential customer $1.19 per
1,000 cubic feet in 1972 and $2.33 for the same amount
last year.
The supplies available outside gas-producing
states have been less than necessary, in fact, because
those supplies were under federal price ceilings lower
than the unregulated prices in producing states.
Now that Congress has set price ceilings for the
producing -states as well, that gas should be offered for
interstate sale.
That injection of gas would still leave the national
supply some 2 trillion cubic feet short of its 1973 peak;
but it should help some gas companies to reduce or end
service curtailments and may allow some to seek
added customers for the next three to five years, both
the gas association’s Lawrence and the Energy
Department estimate.
Some companies aided by their gas development, reduced demand, and the prospect of more
normal winters already feel the pressure easing.
In a survey last September, for example, Texas
Eastern Transmission Corp. of Houston, a major interstate pipeline, predicted further curtailments of
service this winter; but a company official said this
week that curtailment probably will not be necessary
after all.
Executive Vice President Jack Head said in an
interview that new Texas Eastern gas fields were
producing better than expected and the company was
getting more gas from other pipelines whose demand

has slackened. But Head said the company still did not
need new users.
On the other hand, some utilities served by Northern Natural Gas Co. of Omaha, Neb., another major
pipeline, were taking on new customers even though
other utilities served by Northern must cut deliveries.

Although high -priority users now burn less gas.
Raasch said, Northern is obligated to sell utilities
serving them just as much gas as before. That gives
those utilities a gas surplus they can sell to new highdespite industrial gas shortages
priority users
elsewhere.

Robert Raasch, Northern’s vice president for
marketing, explained in an interview that this seeming
contradiction resulted from the priority system
required in gas distribution.

Such complexities lay behind a statement last
month by Lawrence that the gas industry had "gas to
sell." In Washington, where dramatic images often
make a bigger impression than drab reality, the idea of
a "gas glut" caused a flurry of excitement.

When it has too little gas to fill its contracts,
Northern is required to reduce deliveries first to
utilities serving low-priority industrial plants, while
continuing full deliveries to utilities serving highpriority customers like homes and hospitals.

It’s less dramatic but more accurate, to talk of a
"reduced shortage" because, by all accounts, it will be
years in the future if ever before the United States
can again produce as much natural gas as it burned in
1973.

University Police
not affected in
budget cutbacks
The university police budget will not be affected by
Governor Brown’s slice intestate educational funds.
The news was delivered at a conference Tuesday
afternoon in the office of Ellen Weaver, SJSU executive
vice president.

Quinton said SJSU police are planning to staff three
more full-time officers as well as two more dispatchers.
The department is also leasing three patrol cars from the
state general services departmenent and paying for other
commodities like ammunition, cameras, film and a copy
machine, he said.
Quinton said he is beefing up the number of officers lc
meet a protection quota set by the state chancellor’s office.
"The Chancellor’s Office of Public Safety has come up
with a formula which states that if a campus has over
25,000 people and meets certain requirements, it is eligible
for more police positions," he said. "We are presently
meeting those requirements."

A number of department representatives attended the
Quinton added any equipment costs over the general
meeting to determine how each would cope with the
range of $150 are usually picked up by the state funds. He
budget cuts. Police walked out with their budget intact.
said the department pays for costs below that.
"We’re really glad there were no cuts," said S.ISU
Police Chief Earnest Quinton. "We might have had
Executive Vice President Ellen Weaver was not
trouble dealing with a budget cut."
available for comments on the meeting.

"I LIKE LITE MORE THAN
I LIKE REFS.MUCH MOW’
Tom Heinsohn
Famous Basketball Coach

Judge to hear tapes
in Synanon case
August of this year.
Mike Caroll, representing the Los
Angeles County district attorney’s
office, said the affidavits showed that
as late as August "people said that
when they left there were tape recordings there, that Dederich got on the
wire, has threatened people including
Morantz on the wire and has talked
about breaking legs."

VISALIA (AP) - A Superior Court
judge Wednesday was to listen to tape
recordings seized from Synanon before
determining whether a search warrant
was faulty.
Judge Jay Ballantyne indicated the
tapes would be played at an afternoon
session of an all -day hearing but was
undecided whether they would be
played in open court.

The affidavits contained "no
statements that Dederich made threats
and no statements of evidence of
threats believed to be on the premises
that were searched," Cox argued.

Synanon sought return of tape
recordings seized from its Badger
offices east of here. The tapes were
seized on the request of the Los Angeles
County district attorney’s office in
connection with a rattlesnake attack on
Los Angeles attorney Paul Morantz
Oct. 10.

He called Andrew Weill, a Synanon
attorney at Badger, to back up this
point of his argument. Weill said that
officers served him only with the
warrant and not with backup papers
stating what was to be searched.

Two Synanon members have been
charged in the rattlesnake attack and
Synanon founder Charles Dederich was
arrested in Arizona on a fugitive
warrant in connection with the same
case last weekend.

Carroll contended that California
law does not require that the owners or
occupants be at the location to be
searched.

James
Cox,
an
attorney
representing Synanon, argued that the
warrant served on Synanon authorities
Nov. 21 failed to include two supportive
documents that showed all the
buildings that were to be searched.
He also contended that affidavits on
which Ballantyne issued the warrant
contained statements of ex-Synanon
members that were too old to be considered valid. He said that the
statements came from people who had
left Synanon from September, 1977 to

Action Theater
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EROTIC FILM
FESTIVAL
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The Original, Uncut,

"DEEP
THROAT’
Starring Linda Lovelace

U.S. may
ease vet
hiring
WASHINGTON ( AP)
The Justice Department
hinted Wednesday it may
soften its defense of
veterans
maintaining
preferences in hiring and
promotions for government
jobs.
General
Attorney
Griffin B. Bell met with
of
representatives
women’s rights groups,
who contend the veterans
system
preference
against
discriminates
women.
President Carter, who
has proposed placing
limitations on veterans
preference, reportedly has
asked
the
Justice
Department to review its
position
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He asked if Synanon had a policy of
physically injuring anyone, such as
Morantz.
"I have never heard anyone discuss
any setting at Synanon where anyone
should be attacked with a rattlesnake,"
Weill said.
Carroll then asked if he had heard
that Morantz should have his legs
broken and Well replied: "I may have
heard that in a Synanon game."
But Weill later said he had never
heard any command to break anyone’s
legs.
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Tube’ beams into U.S.classrooms
’Wordsmith’ fun
learning for kids
LONG BEACH AP ) Suddenly a bright flash of
color fills the screen. Then a deep voice booms out in a
tone familiar to all as that of the all-knowing television
announcer. "Now it’s time for... SUPERWORD."
And with a bang and flash, in the style of the best of
Batman and Robin’s "Zowie!" and "Krunch!" appears the work everyone’s been waiting for
GOOGOL.
Despite the similarities, this is not just another
commerical intrusion into an aimless kiddie show. The
brief message about "Superword" was part of a tightly
produced, sophisticated television program that’s
beamed to hundreds of classrooms across the United
State for use during vocabulary lessons.
In California alone, some 400 of the state’s 1,05/1
school districts regularly use television in the
classroom. Despite skepticism by some parents and
teachers, television use is spreading and the tube is
becomding as common a classroom object as the
blackboard.
The program zoomed in on above, "Wordsmith,"
bursts with vocabulary todbits
such as the cornmerical message on the word googol. That spot,
contained in an episode on root words, explained that
googol was the only word in the dictionary "made out
of nothing but the imagination of a 9-year-old boy."
As the TV announcer explained its origins, a class
of sixth graders at the Patrick Henry Elementary
School in Long Beach bent their heads and filled in a
space on their worksheets next to a phrase that read
"Count up a number so big it will leave you googol-eyed

He spent about 15 minutes warming youngsters up
for the root work "Wordsmith" show and then took
another 15 miuntes after they watchedit go over the
questions on the ditto sheet he had passed out for note taking. After that, he gave them a written exercise
sheet to be passed in for credit.
"Frequently, a problem with instuctional TV is an
information overload," said Levich. "Whatever the
experience is, you have to follow it up. That’s why you
can never replace teachers.

’Frankly, some of the best
stuff happening for kids is
on television.’
Any teacher who says ’OK, today we’re going to
watch TV and then lets them watch and then goes on to
something else may as well not use it," he said.
Most instructional television programs have
teachers’ guide books to accompany them, as did the
"Wordsmith" show used by Trumbo. The guide, which
contained notes on the program plus suggested activities, was prepared by the Agency for Instructional
Television a joint U.S. and Canadian organization
that distributes instructional TV shows.
Despite its widespread use, TV in schools still
prompts skeptical reponses from some parents and
school superintendents who equate instructional

Peddle your
"don’t wants"
with a Classified Ad

Later, when teacher Lou Trumbo asked what that
meant, a dozen hands shot up and a bright-eyed blonde
near the front related the history of the word googol
with nearly as much detail as he had heard it some 15
minutes before.
is this kind of learning experience that many
educators stress while in nearly the same breath they
criticize the tube for its failure toprovide more quality
commericial programming.
"There’s a general inpression that television is
baCsaid Donna George, former head of technology
education for the California Department of Education.
"What we’re really saying is violent, commerical
television is not so hot.
"Frankly, some of the best stuff happening for kids
is on television," she continued. "And the only things
we don’t have to teach a kid when he comes to school is
how to learn from TV."
Trumbo uses an average of four 15-minute instructional shows each week for his sixth graders. Two
are Spanish lessons which the youngsters could not get
in his classroom because he’s not trained to teach the
language. The other two usually are programs like
"Wordsmith" or a similarly well done math program
called "Measuremetrics."
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Announcing The New

Meridian Avenue
Bus Line!
Introducing Line 63. As of December 4.
Meridian Avenue will be served by a
totally new line, Line 63. It will link San
Jose State University and downtown San
Jose with the Almaden Valley via Meridian
Avenue. Any rider can make free
connections to points throughout Santa
Clara County plus connecting service up
the Peninsula and BART.

3 MINUTE SERVICE

Line 63 will run from approximately 6:00
a.m. to 1000 p.m. on weekdays and from
8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. on Saturdays and
Sundays and holidays.

Professional Color & Black & White
Quick Portraits & Visas

Free schedules are available aboard
any Line 63 bus or by calling the transit
information phone number in the yellow
pages, listed under "Bus Lines’:

Black & White $5.95

NO WAITING
NO APPOINTMENTS
Also copies at 31/2( overnight no minimum
Xerox 9400 and IBM copiers
We do thesis copying and binding
123 S. Third
295-4336

z000

He acknowledged that the youngsters sometimes
expect shows that are more commerical or slicker than
the run-of-the-mill TV program and they also expect
the teacher to be more of a showman.
Yet experienced youngsters do discriminate
between the kind of TV they watch in school and the
kind that’s available at home.
Ricky Livingstone and Jennifer Chilcot, students
at Patrick Henry school last spring, said they like
learning by TV at school because they’re able to see
things they otherwise would just have to be told about.

V’Ocv)\Ly feteltS
S.TEN-n

Trumbo and the director of the Radio-TV office for
the Long Beach schools, Harlan I,evich, stress that
is his classes throughout the 10 years he’s been a
teacher. "It’s a tool just like a book, like a ditto
sheet. If I’m not using it like a tool, I’m not teaching."

Color $6.95

television with its commercial step-sister or consider it
an unnecessary frill.
"1arents are split down the middle " said Dr.
George. "Some say if it’s relevant that’s great. Others
feel anything past McGuffey’s reader is a sin."
But Lou Trumbo is unreserved in showering praise
upon instructional TV.
"I think you do increase learning by TV," he said.
"Television can bring you in so much more than I
can ever give them. I’m stuck with four walls whereas
television can bring the whole world inside."

481 San Carlos
295-5511

a County Transit
Now County Transit links San Jose State
University/Downtown with Almaden Valley
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Coach key to fencing glory

sports
Six gridders honored
Six SJSU football
including
players,
Defensive Player of the
Frank
Year
were
Manumaleuna,
named to the AU -Pacific
Coast Athletic Association
first team Tuesday.
Manumaleuna, primed
for action in the Hula Bowl
in Honolulu Jan. 6, also
made the Associated
Press third team AllAmerica squad.
Fullerton State’s Obie
nation’s
the
Graves,
rusher
second -leading
behind Heisman Trophy
winner Billy Sims of
Oklahoma. was the offensive Player of the Year
in the PCAA.
Spartans Ed Luther
the fourth-rated -quarterback statistically in the
country,
center Gil
defensive
Martinez,
lineman Nick DeLong and
safeties James Richburg
and Cully Williamson were
first-team honorees in
addition to Manumaleuna.
"The Mowin’ Samoan"
brought down enemy
ballcarriers to earth 321
times in 22 appearances in
an SJSU uniform ( he
missed one game this year
due to an ankle injury ).

He notched 175 tackles
this season, including 15 for
116 yards in losses.
Manumaleuna established a school record by
making 27 tackles, 15
unassisted, in a Spartan
loss to Colorado.
have
Pro scouts
predicted that he will be
selected in the first or
second round of the
National Football League
draft.
Luther accounted for
2,275 yards through the air
this season, connecting on
205 of his 386 passes.
De I ,ong, a 6-4 245pounder from Slatington,
Pa., piled up 101 tackles
and Williamson added 82
for the Spartans in addition
to snatching four interceptions.
Second team All-PCAA
picks included offensive
tackle Max Hooper, wide
receiver Rick Parma,
running back Kevin Cole,
nose guard Willie Nevels,
Rayford
linebacker
Roberson and cornerback
Hines.
Steve
Parma paced the club
with 31 receptions, including a school record 12
against UOP, despite
seeing limited playing time

early in the campaign.
Cole rammed for 1,154
yards, including 200-plus
efforts in his final two
outings, to break Rick
Kane’s rushing record by
10 yards.
Despite his imposing
statistics, Cole was
relegated to the second
team by two of the nation’s
most prolific backs Utah
State’s Rick Parros and
Graves.
Nevels capped a solid
season at nose guard by
returning a Long Beach
State fumble 35 yards for
the first touchdown of his
grid career Saturday. He’s
a 6-1 245-pound senior from
San Francisco’s Balboa
High.
Roberson, who performed in all 46 SJSU
contests during his four
years on campus, made the
second team for the second
straight season after
earning first-team laurels
in 1976.
Stanford tailback
Darrin Nelson was the only
Bay Area product besides
Manumaleuna to nail down
a spot on any of the three
AP All -America squads.
He made the second team.
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By mike Barnhart
Up until a few years
ago, nobody considered a
west coast school a threat
in the fer.r2ing world. Now,
thanks to the efforts of
Michael D’Asaro, when you
speak of fencing, you can’t
help but think of San Jose.
D’Asaro, in his seventh
year as SJSU fencing
coach, has guided the
Spartan women to four
straight National InWomen’s
tercollegiate
Association
Fencing
He also
championships.
established a men’s team
which last year, in its first
season of competition, was
10 at the 48-team NCAA
toarnament.
"Five to seven years
ago," D’Asaro says, "no
one heard of San Jose, Now
SJSU has a reputation."
That it does and,
because of it, D’Asaro can
recruit against "the big
Eastern school," and bring
top-notch Ameri an fencers like U.S. Olympic
Training Squad members
Greg Massialas, Peter
Schifrin, Joy Ellingson,
John Myrden and Hope
Konecny to SJSU.
"When I first came
here in 1972," D’Asaro
recalls, "the schools only
had men’s and women’s
foil teams.
"The team members
came from the P. E.
Classes and we only

Editor’s note: This is
the second of a four-column
series in which
former
SJSU football coach Lynn
Stiles reflects on the trials
and triumphs of his three
years as the Spartan
mentor.
By Chuck Hildebrand
When Lynn Stiles
arrived on the SJSU
campus in the spring of
1976, the Athletic Department was looked upon, at
least by outside observers,
as a program on the move,
The Spartan football
team was coming off a 9-2
season, its best since 1946.
The basketball team was
moving into brand-new
Independence Fieldhouse
capacity 4,5001.
Overall, the depart-

ment seemed to be overtremendous
coming
discrepancy between its
programs and those of its
most envied rivals,
Stanford and Cal.
But it didn’t take Stiles
long to discover the reality
of the situation.
"I soon found I was
coming into an athletic
department with no
direction whatsoever
because the shole thing was
in a shambles." Stiles
declared.
At the time, the
department ws operating
without an athletic director
and had been for some time
( present athletic Director
Bob Murphy was appointed
three months after Stiles’
(Continued on Page 13)

Ellingson explains, "I had
practiced twice a week.
We weren’t very good back to go somewhere good and
San Jose is like the fencing
then."
D’Asaro didn’t work capital of the U.S."
wonders during the first
Although D’Asaro has
couple of years, but the had success in recruiting,
women suddenly emerged he’ll be the first one to
on the U. S. scene in the complain about a lack of
1974- 75 campaign.
funds.
The team of Gay
"Players make great
Jacobsen, Vincent Hurley sacrifices to come here,"
and Stacey Johnson won D’Asaro reveals.
"We
the NIWFA title.
can’t afford to give many
"Gay transferred from scholarships."
UC-Santa Barbara," he
-It makes it difficult to
says, "and Vincent and recruit when other schooLs
Stacey were freshmen give big scholarships.
from Texas. Ion Robinson, Schools like Notre Dame,
who was our alternate most Michigan and Notre Dame
of the time, did come from have a lot of money; they
classes."
treat fencers like football
Jacobsen, who later players they wine and
married D’Asaro, took dine them.
private lesson from
"I have to use my track
D’Asaro while attending record a lot."
UCSB. Hurley and Johnson
met D’Asaro at the Junior
World Championships and
came to SJSU.
The trio repeated its
performance the next year.
In ’76-’77, Hurley,
Johnson and Iza Farkas, a
transfer from Williams
Patterson State College in
New Jersey, combined to
defend SJSU’s crown.
Last season, Hurley,
Johnson and Konecny
captured SJSU’s fourth
consecutive national title
and the men, in their first
year as a complete team,
did well at the NCAAs.
Unlike the women’s
team, most of the men’s
unit came through P.E.
classes and the tutelage of
D’Asaro.
"Seven members of
last year’s team had no
prior fencing experience
before they came here,"
D’Asaro says.
The composition of this
year’s squad exemplifies
both D’Asaro’s recuiting
ability and his teaching
talents.
The women’s foil team
Konecny,
includes
Ellingson, a highly regarded freshman from
Los Angeles, and Diane
Knoblach, a junior transfer
from North Carolina State.
The men’s foil team is
comprised of Massialas, a
junior transfer from
Cornell, Carlos Uribe, a
junior from Queens, N.Y.,
Bobby Thompson and
Mark Decena.
Peter Schifrin, a
sophomore from
Los
Angeles, John Myrden,
who was coaching last year
at West Point, Wayne
Behrens and Ron Langer
make up the epee squad.
Scott Knies, Richie
Martinez and Donny Andrews are SJSU’s sabre
artists.
Thompson, Decena,
Behrens, Langer and Knies
all learned their skills in
D’Asaro’s classes.
"I got tired of North
Carolina," says Knoblach,
who finished eighth in the
NIWFA finals last year. Wayne Behrens is one of
"I figured if I wanted PE class.
to improve my fencing,"

And his record is a
good one.
D’Asaro was second in
epee at the ’59 Pan
American Games. In his
senior year at New York
University, he was the
NCAA sabre champ.
Before that he twice was
the Eastern Intercollegiate
champ.
After graduation from
NYU in 1960, he competed
on the U.S. Olympic sabre
team which placed fourth.
He coached U.S. teams
at the ’75 Pan Am Games,
’76 Olypmpics and ’77
World University Games.
D’Asaro came to the
west coast in 1968, after
competing at the New York
Athletic Club for five
years. He was a private
instructor at San Fran-

cisco’s Helberstadt’s Club
until 1972.

While he was working
at the San Francisco club,
D’Asaro also began his
coaching career at UCBerkeley..
"Cal’s coach, J1.11111i
Alpart went on sabbatical," D’Asaro recalls,
’and he asked me to take
the team while he was
gone.
"During that time I
met SJSU coach Barbara
Conry.
When Alpart,
returned, Conry went on
sabbatical and asked me to
take her team. I’ve been
the coach ever since."
And he’s done a good
job, at that.

by John Scanlon

many who learned his skills in Michael D’Asaro’s

Spartans begin nationals
If your own independent appraisal is not at
least 40% higher than the price you paid,
your money will be promptly refunded any
time within one full month of purchase.
Will another jeweler make
this statement?

By Keith Kropp
Looking to make a successful season even better,
SJSU’s women’s volleyball team begins play in the
Association of Intercollegiate Athletics for Women
National today from Tuscaloosa, Ala.
The Spartans’ first opponent in the tournament will be
University of Texas-Arlington, the No. 10 seed. SJSU is
seeded seventh.
Other matches for the Spartans today include
University of Oregon and University of Hawaii.
Also of significant interest to the spacers, is the return
of middle blocker Jan Baszak. Baszak, who suffered torn
, cartilage in her right knee late in October, was believed
lost for the season after surgery. However, team doctors
have given Baszak a clean bill of health, and she will be
ready for action at Nationals.
Baszak’s return also brought with it difficult cir-
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cwnstances in that the team jumped to 13 players, one
over the limit. That situation forced the team to leave one
player behind, reserve setter Donna Martin.
There will be 24 teams competing at Nationals, with
the tournament divided into four six -team pools. Each
Team will play 10 games, two against each time in its
pool, and then the two teams with the best records in the
four pools advance into the single elimination quarter
finals.
In addition to the three opponents mentioned, the
Spartans other two teams in their pool are University of
Pittsburgh and University of Alabama. SJSU plays both
of those schools tomorrow afternoon. The quarter-finals,
semi-finals and championship match will be played
Saturday.
Head coach Jane Ward feels the Spartans can perform well at Nationals, but restating her that claim that
"if we pass the ball, we can play with anybody."
At the moment Ward is contemplating several
rotation changes in an effort to find stronger hitting,
especially when the Spartans’ rotation has Sonya Satre in
the back row.
Now, with Baszak’s return, the substitutions could
become extremely complicated.
Ward indicated the Spartans’pool is respectable, and
she feels with good play the team can reach the quarterfinals.
Hawaii, the No. 2 seed, figures to be the toughest
match for the Spartans. The two teams have met twice
this year, the Rainbows winning both times.
"The key to beating Hawaii is to serve them tough,"
so they can’t set well," Ward commented. "They have
powerful hitters."
The tournament includes, in order of their seeds,
UCLA, Hawaii, Utah State, Southern California (the
defending champion) Brigham Young University, San
Diego State University, SJSU, Pepperdine, Texas A and M
University, Texas-Arlington, University of Nebraska, and
Purdue University.
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Athletic Department needs long-range goals
(Continued from Page 121
hiring.
But Stiles said even
Murphy’s arrival didn’t
help the dilemma much.
"There was no stability
in the program. Look at
the transitions taking place
- a new athletic director
with no previous experience as an AD, a head
coach with no previous
head coaching experience.
"Later this school got a
new
president
( Gail
Fullerton replaced John
Bunzel this fall). There
was a new executive
director of the Spartan
Foundation and we wre
just starting the Quarterback Club, something I
helped start.
"Frankly, if you take
all the people who have a
direct effect on the
program and put them in
one room, you’d have about
two years of experience
relative to what it takes to

make the program successful."
Stiles also criticized
the Athletic Department
for its inability and/or
unwillingness to formulate
long-range
plans
for
building the program from
scratch.
"You’ve got to have
longrange
plans with
timetables, standards and
priorities," he stressed.
The people here don’t
want to think about that.
They have a false illusion
of where we are now.
"We’re not Stanford or
Cal. We’re not even in their
class, and anybody who
think we are had better
take a look at our campus
and see what we have
compared to those schools.
It’s like day and night. San
Jose State is not what
people think it is
athletically."
Stiles laughed at
Murphy’s
recent

declaration that the new
coach’s ability to beat
Stanford or Cal is "of the
highest priority."
"With Bill Walsh at
Stanford, San Jose State
has better be hoping that he
(Walsh) gets another
assignment.
"San Jose State can
knock off those schools
once in awhile, but over the
long haul it’s more important to take pride in
where we are (the Pacific
Athletic Association) keep
building and then slowly
but surely sneak up on
them.
"For us to beat Cal
and Stanford consistently
is no more realistic than
me being President of the
United States,."
"UCLA (where Stiles
was an assistant before
coming to SJSU) was
originally an extension of
San Jose State. I don’t
think the school is more

than 60 years old ( SJSU ws
founded in 1651.).
But
down there somebody had
the foresight to look down
the road.
"They didn’t get where
they are overnight. It took
a lot of hard work and total
dedication by a lot of
people.
They had long
range goals and they
stayed with it. That’s not
magic - just a lot of work.
"There is no such longrange program at San Jose
State, and I made a
mistake by not insisting on
a longer contract because
that’s what has to be done.
"There has to be more
total commitment. I don’t
see it here. It gets a lot of
lip service, but no action.
"At UCLA you could
put in eight hours five days
a week and pat yourself on
the back for a job well
done. But at San Jose State
it’s got to be more of a
commitment than that.

"Here it ( the administration) is just putting in its time, and I’ve
never seen any real
progress made.
"There’s no question people here just aren’t
going that extra mile.
They’re not even close to
the standards of the other
schools I’ve been at.
"I’m, talking about the
total thing at San Jose
State. With bureaucracy, a
lot of people with tenure
don’t have to put in more
time.
"I have a motto: ’You
are what you represent.’
Well, if you want a first
class program, you’d
better act first class and do
what’s in the interest of the
whole athletic program.
Stiles said people, and
not facilities, are the most
important ingredients of a
successful
athletic
program.
"When you have good

people working together, it
won’t matter about the
stadium because it (the
expansion of campus
facilities) will take care of
itself. People will see those
things ana something will
he done about it."
The PCAA isn’t an
obstacle
to
SJSU’s
progress in the athletic
scheme of things either,
according to Stiles - and
the six-member conference
could be an attribute if it
were viewed in a more
positive light instead of as
a stepping stone toward a
bigger and better things.
"We were co-champs
( with Utah State) this year,
but I’ll bet not one of 10
people gave two hoots and
a holler about it," Stiles
lamented. "Why are we in
the conference if we can’t
give it the credit it
deserves?
"I can’t believe the
attitude of people around

here toward the program
and the conference. They
always dwell on the
negative and never see the
positive.
"Utah State was added
to the conference to
upgrade the quality of the
PCAA; to replace San
Diego State. They were
supposed to be a name
football school.
’They were 7-5. So
were we. They were 4-1 in
league. So were we. But at
Utah State it’s a big deal.
Here nobody cares.
"We really have no
alternatives to the PCAA.
Scheduling and money
enters into the pictures.
The
WAC
(Western
Athletic Conference)
laughed at us because of
the
basketball
arrangement.
If we’re
gonna stay in the PCAA,
we’d better make it a big
to-do and start talking
about what’s good about It.

"Utah State is happy to:
be in the PCAA. They know
it isn’t the strongest conference around, but people
in Logan don’t know that
and they’re geared to the
promotional job used.
Utah State sold the PCAA
"People around here
can live in the past to the
day they die. But they’ll
have to wake up sooner or
late and start promoting
what we have.
Start
talking about the good
things instead of the bad.
"When I first got here I
was amazed at the positive
attitude; it even got me
fired up. I don’t know what
happened to it, but it’s
gone.
Stiles
Tomorrow,
explains the changes he
feels have to be made for
SJSU to start progressing
In the world of collegiate
athletics.

classifieds
announcements
ADVERTISING MAJORS: There is
a very important meeting at
12.30 in the Spartan Daily staff
room. ALL SENIORS planning
to be in CAMPAIGNS, Spring
’79, this meeting is MAN,
.
DATOR V!
PLAN
s;STUDENT
DENTAL
ENROLL NOWII For in?
formation call A.S. office or 371:
NM
;!BALLET-- New Fall Session at
Eufrazia School of Ballet
College -age classes, near
campus. Beg.. Int., Adv. Come
sin our new studio. 1461 Park
Ave. Si. 241 1300.
-,PART-TIME work...Set your own
hours. Salaried while learning
business techniques. Earnings
from sales average 5400-5500
Monthly. Call Dr. Jim Harper,
Co-op Education Program at
277.3370. or Kevin Sullivan,
Marketing Director at 14081 2461991. New England Life, of
course! EEOC. M/F.
’SJSU Gay Student Union meets
every Thurs. 30.50 people attend
any given meeting which are
usually held in the Student
Union. GSU provides a blend of
social and educational activities
designed to let gay people meet
and learn about themselves,
each other, and reievent social
Issues. GSU Is particularly
useful to the gay person who is
lust comingout or is new to the
area. You are not alone so don’t
stay apart. Be all you can be attend!! All meetings are in the
S.U. Guadalupe Room at Spm.
For events tape or referral call
290-GAYS.
THE SJSU SIERRA CLUB offers
outdoor activities and people to
share them with. Activities
include hiking, backpacking,
climbing, parties and cross.
country skiing. Meetings are
Tuesdays at 7:30 p.m. in the S.U.
10/31
Room.
Guadalupe
Halicnveen Party: 11/5 Angel
Island, 11/11 or 18 Sierra
Backpacking? 12/1-3 Backpacking, Skyline to sea.

PILOTS and Student Pilots Don’t
get stuck with Hobbs time. Fly
Wet taco and save BIG money.
Example
1975 Cessna 150’s.
513/hr Least expensive way to
get that coveted pilot I icense and
fly with the eagles. Largest club
In Calif. MANY SJSU members
and instructors. Call our Reid
Hiliview branch for full info
Call Don how. Gollschaik’s
Flight Center, 9234171.
MOPED WHAT IS IT? Find auto
days a week at Medson’s
Mopeds, 87 5 Autumn St. 2919425 South of Downtown Oat-

PLEASURABLE Oral
"UNIQUE
Exam Preparation. Builds
confidence and command of
statistical results. Cali 14151 591
3023."
ACADEMY of Ballet. daily, 52.
Ballet, Scottish, Modern. 2905
Park Ave., Santa Clara. 295S394.
SKII I SKIERS, etc. Bedrooms with
private bath for rent in private
Sonora home 30 miles from
Skiing. $16 522 per day, including
European breakfast Enjoy our
fireplace with en0irr7 coffee or
tea Chuck or Ronda, 12091 534
8321.
BUY yOur matter an SJSU
for
Cookbook
Associates’
Christmas. $S at the Spartan
Contains
your
Bookstore.
favorite Pratt favorite wife’s
favorite recipes

AERO MAJORS., be better pilots
whether you are alreadyy In
strument rated or working on it.
Now you can benefit from In
strument training on our Pacer
11 flight simulators. Join our
simulator club at low student
rate and train for 13 lobe solo
Call now for more information
and schedule a FREE demo
"ride " Air Simulator Training
Center Reid Hillview Airport
926 6700

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE organization
weekly meetings, 3:30 p.m.
Wednesdays, S.U. Costanoan
Room. Study room, 505 S 10Ih
St., room 102, 7 8 45 a m Wed,
10-12 Thurs. All are welcome!
ACTORS! ACTRESSES! Need a
first film lob? We need you in
our television production for
cable and public TV markets.
Send resume: CREATIVE
REALITIES PRODUCTIONS,
13682 Manteca Way, Saratoga,
CA 95070

YOU PICKED A FINE TIME TO
ADOPT ME LUCILLE, You’re
really a beauty, Lucille. Nice,
gay fur with orange markings.
Almond eyes. And you’re the
most loving cat Inc ever known.
But they don’t allow pets In this
apartment. And I have to travel
sometimes a week eta time. So
please take your cat box and the
food I bought you and find
another good home. I’ll Ails,
you, sweetheart, but last can’t
hold on to you now. Call Prof.
Stewart. 998.1050

SNOW is on its way so pet ready to
ski with SJSU SKI CLUB. Upcoming happenings Include 1st
SKI CLUB TRIP to Alpine
Meadows and Sugar Bowl Dec 9
and IS Weekend trips with us
are the cheapest way to have a
great time skiing, so sign-up at
the Club table. Beginners are
invited to come try this exciting
Nov 21
Dick
sport. On
Barry more will present his
latest film "Wild Skis" t the
Center for Performing Arts,
tickets are available at the Club
table. The final payment for the
Aspen trip is due by the Dec 7th
meeting which will be held at
7:30 in Engr. 132. All this and
more Is brought tones by those
wild and crazy guys and gals of
SKI CLUB, so get CRAZY and
GO FOR ITI!!!!
EXPERIENCE --try getting a lob
without ill SCALE offers one to
three units, plus lob experience
and valuable contacts-or lust
chance to test career aspirations
before your entire education Is
wasted. Internships are
available in 52 baccalaurat
REGISTER
degree
NOW. SCALE is a free SJSU
program.
student-community
277 2187. Old Cafeteria building.

automotive

ALL FOREIGN CAR PARTS. 461 S.
Bascom Ave., San Jose, CA
95128. 2980624 or 298.0625.
STUDENT
SPECIAL
DISCOUNTS WITH CURRENT
I.D. CARD. If we don’t have it,
we’ll help you get II Be on our
private mailing list formonthly
specials.
16 HONDA 530 Super Sport. dunstall
cafe fairing, dual ham horns,
Michelin fires. $989 takes it. Call
2495741.
’70 HONDA Civic. Automatic trans.,
3,800 mi., sliding glass sunroof,
like new. Must sell. $1,900 firm.
Katie, 247.7369.
’70 TRIUMPH 500cc, great cond.
Rebuilt carbs, new seal. 5850
777 8099
’Id CHEVY impala 327. PS, PI, AC,
Goal cond
meg wheels
88W/best offer 292 7071 or 718
9676.
’65

MUSTANG, 6.01. VICE ’71
Original owner
engine
S030/best offer 297 7665 eves

tor sale

DEAR STUDENT. FACULTY AND
STAFF Your insurance needs AUTO, HOME ,F I RE. HEALTH.
If you are not already with Ste*
Farm, call for an appointment
at my office or home and we’ll
set up a time convenient for you
on campus, your home or my
office Let’s get ninth*, and
give you better coverage for less
money CALL MORY STAR.
253 3277 or 446 3649

SHREDDED foam rubber. 45 cents
lb. 293-2954.

SEMESTER BREAK JOBS: We
have full time jobs in office,
sales and warehousing for the
mo. of Jan. Apply now, start
work part-time immediately.
Mrs. Richard, 2967395 or 763
9042.

BIKE Tire Sale: 2701-1/1. 90 psi,
83.95. 2701.1/4 gum wall, 13.25.
Hill 3/1, 112.95. Shaw’s Cycles,
131 E. William St. (near SJSU).
295-5624.
TGI
"BRENT" power Potters wheel
w/walging. Table, tools and
bats. Would make great Xmas
gift. S200. Gary, 266-0287 after S.
MINOLTA/5mm f/1.7 lensw1111 case
and close-up lens, 185. Jon
Porter, 277.3166.
OBOE:
Grenadine,
wood.
Collector’s Item. $195. 2650738.

4 mature people over 21 prof Hours
10 pm -6 pm -security and safety
work. $4 per hour to start.
Benefits. Call W.F Percy 2079723, 4-7pm M.F

FOUR of the best seats In the house
for Warrior-San Antonio game
FRIDAY NIGHT. $10 tickets.
John, 9011-94114.

VARIOUS positions available, SJSU
Ni-clear Science Facility, Prefer
Science, Engineering, Business
malors, Chemistry majors or
minors, grad students. 10-Plus
hours per week. 53-6.50 per hour.
LAB ASSISTANTS: Radiochern
option preferred, must take
Radiation Safety Course, iso
available fall ’79. RESEARCH
ASSISTANTS:
Perform
analyses and research on rant
funded protects, grid students
for research projects-NASA,
etc.
16.11
positic.ns).
MINICOMPUTER PROGRA
MMER: Must have previous
FORTRAN of BASIC, chemistry
instrument
in t
minicomputer use taught.
WORD
PROCESSOR
OPERATOR: 45 wpm typing,
previous
college
science
(Chemistry preferred), word
processor use taught. For more
information, apply OH 100, 277.
3290,

help wanted

COUNT FOR CASH. Be an
Inventory Taker. We nave
several permanent part time
positions available for people
looking f Or year round extra
Income. Work on the average of
15 to 70 hrs. per Week. All you
need is a good knowledge of
simple math and available to
work either EARLY MOR
N1NGS and WEEKENDS, OR
EVENINGS and WEEKENDS.
Come in and apply Mon. thru Fri
8:30 am ton pm. We train you.
Washington Inventory Service
72911 Walsh ave., Santa Clara
2411563

FLEXIBLE Hours/Good Pay.
LVN’s
$4 50/hr
Aides/Ord
RN’s-SS/hr. Some
55.62/hr
experience required Call 787
1749 for appt. New Horizons
Nursing Resources, 7775 Park
Ave, Santa Clara.
STUDENT NURSES
Part and full time. Pick your
days and shifts. American
Registry of Nurses. 2444
Moorpark Ave. 293-0112.
WEEKEND FUN!! Earn in 2 days
what most do in 5. Sat-Sun $100.
300 easy. Customers come to
Demonstrate nationally
you
famous non stick cookware at
Flea Mart, HURRY!! Xmas
shoppers are here! Dan, (415)
652-4400, ext. 500.

OVERSEAS JOBS. Summer/full
time. Europe, S. America,
Australia, Asia, etc All fields,
5500-1200 rno enamel paid,
Sightseeing. Free into Write:
International Job Center, Box
4490-SB. Berkeley. Ca 94704.
COLLEGE students needing over
$100 per week for part time
Work Flexible hours, must be
neat, have car and phone. Coll
Fuller Brush Co. 243,1121 for
Interview appointment.

PART-TIME JOBS-BIG MONEY.
Accounting, Law or Pre-Law
All
preferred.
students
aggressive, articulate, hungry
students O.k. Need sales reps for
CPA/LSAT Cassette Home
Study Programs. Call Jim Dee
at Total tape, Inc. Toll Free 1
800/874.7599. In Florida call
collect 904/376-8261. 1505 N.W.
16th Ave., GaInsville, Fl. 32404

Friday’s Restaurant is now
interviewing
for
imrned.
openings
in
kitchen
management and will discuss
future openings for current
students. Interviews will take
place on Thurs. and Fri. at TG I
Friday’s Cupertino Restaurant.
Applications now being ac
cepted. For appt, call 257,7050.

E UL I PIA Crepe Calle is accepting
applications for lunch wa
and night dishwasher. Can Orel
now or in January. Call 7934815.
374S. First St., San Jose.
job during the
LOOKING for
semester break? Have you ever
thought about working in a
massage studio? We are a
licensed professional studio and
will train you. Excellent Salary
and Immediate openings. For
info., call (415) 364,5056.
MATURE student to assist In
teaching remedial reading.
Approx. 15-70 hours per week,
Mon -Fri. between 2 and 7 p.m.
Most be excellent reader. Will
train. Begin Jan. 2 tbrCnIgb
spring semester. 03/hr. Call
Mrs. Spencer, 257.1909.
MEN and WOMEN needed to
referee Jr High basketball Call
John, 251-5000 between xa p.m
weekdays.
EARN up to 5200 a week, 525 per 1CO
Possible stuffing envelopes.
Send a stamped, self addressed
Dearing Mails,
envelope to
P.O.Box 5091, Terre Haute, Ind
47805.

housing

SAN JOSE RESIDENCE CLUB.
Great guys and gals, fireplace,
color TV, kitchen, maid nry
piano, game room, parking, 032
per wen share, $45 .50/wk
single. 202 So 11th St. 293-7374.

AD SALES
Sales Persons n90000
for the Independent Weekly, the
independent
new
campus
newspaper 70 percent corn
mission
Call Immediately.
Contact Jim Schriver, 207 1015
eves

NEED
roommate
for
huge
Victorian Great SJ lc. Mon F.
non, smoker, $175 util Avail Jan
1.2806543 evt/wknd
FURNISHED APT: 2 bdrm , clean,
quiet All util pd $215 plus dee
Near SJSU Nonsmokers 288
1356 eves
FEMALE wanted to share a nice
apartment on Sixth St. w/2 other
females. Rent 090/mo., plus 550
deposit. Call 295-9209.
HOUSING available for Xmas break
on campus Kitchen facilities.
Cupboard space, fireplace,
ample parking. 234 S. llth St.,
27511391, 998-9707.
ROOM in nice 4 bdrm., 1-1/2 be. 2story home, W/W carpeting,
kItChall privileges. Nonsmoker,
no pets. 1 mile from SJSU. $130
plus util. Call Ted at 286-3371
after 7 p.m.
MEN ONLY: Rooms in quiet
Christian home. Kitchen env.,
near comet/S.6175.6th St.
7 ROOMMATES to share 3 bdrm. 2
ba. townhouse In Los Gatos.
Pool priv.S150/mo. plus 1/3 util
Call 356-2894.
1 BEDROOM turn. apt. Clean, quiet,
all util, pd., near SJSU. Non.
smoker POO plus dep. 2811-8356,
FOR SALE: Charming "Turn of the
Century" Victorian. Has been
completely reModeled. Walk to
campus. 90 percent finAcing
available. 573,950. 965-8797 eves.
FEMALE wanted to share 2 bdrm,, 2
50, pt on ith St. so/a serious 26
year-old IA, teaching major.
$140/mo plus util and dep. Call
Kevin at 293-5290.
ROOMMATE WANTED: M/F. quiet
non-smoker. 0135/rno. own roans
and bath one-holf util. Nice
area, ninth. from SJSU, 210 and
Saratoga. Call 247.5725 available
mid January.
ROOMMATE NEEDED to share 4bedroom house in Almaden
Valley area w/one male and Iwo
females. Mellow environment.
Prefer senior or grad. student.
1104/Mo, plus vtli. Ceti Joni at
209’5308 days,

ASTROLOGY CLASSES: Learn to
calculate
and
interpret
horoscopes in small per
sonalized
ci
Clear,
organized instruction from
experienced teachers. Beginning and Advanced levels
available. Call DONNICE at 292
0914.
I NEED a ride to Si, from Santa
Cruz one day a week. Cali Dr.
Snyder, 277 3165,
I AM seeking a companion. I am
handicapped and have a minor
voice Impediment. I like music,
concerts and live 6 blocks from
campus. Brian, 290.2308.
ELECTOLYSIS CLINIC Unwanted
hair removed forever Men and
women 247-7406,
"LOVE IS WHAT YOU NEED" New
dating systsem For free inform.
write DAWN, P 0 Box 6521, San
Jose, Ca 95150

SILVER rings (one will tyro.). Not
valuable, lust sentimental. Left
in Women’s rintroorn, 3rd floor
Tower,
11/7/78
Business
REWARD for return, no
questions asked Call Carol, 277
340.1072511

personals

WE MAY never pets this way again!
Is your timely gating together
for the holidays? What better
time to Take a beautiful color
portrait created by John? Call
769 7937 today for your con
venlent appointment.
SANTA CLAUS IS A NAZI and he
will commit MURDER and
MAYHEM In 1979 Have a nice
day. The Psychopath
HAPPY
SWEETCHEEKS
BIRTHDAY FROM YOUR
PUMPKIN PATCH

TYPING. Thesis, term papers. etc.
Experienced and fast. Phone
269 8674
TYPING. Experienced in reports.
theses, resumes. Prompt st,
vice with accuracy guaranteed
15505.1.11.2210525
I

PART TIME work. Set your own
hours. Salaried while learning
business techniques. Earnings
from sales average $4004500
monthly
STUDENTS DO HAVE A SAY!!
Make sure your opinion is
heard! Tau Delta Phi requests
that all Tower List Prof.
evaluation cards be returned to
the Info. Center in the 1st floor
lobby of the Student Union any
time before the next semester.
REMEMBER, education is a
complete Timer List!!
TO MY WIFE BETTY C. I BEG
FORGIVENESS FOR DOING
WHAT I DID. I LOVE YOU
MORE THAN AYTHING OR
ANYONE IN THE WHOLE
WORLD, IT WILL NEVER
HAPPEN AGAIN. I LOVE
YOU,
YOUR
LOVING
HUSBAND, NICK C.
TO MY DEAREST SUSAN, I hoPe
Your birthday makes you as
happy as you’ve mode me. Love,
Robert.
L.W. You still make ma happy after
IS. Are we still pals? Love. Steve
83.
WANTED: Date for pledge dance. I
am short, furry and cute. I need
warhead. Call Cubby at 295-9759.
SALVADOR: May your Xmas be
filled with much joy and hap.
p10e5511 Love, your secret
Angel.

lost and found

PERSONAL Image Consultant. You
receive a 2 hour consultation
and portfolio detailing: a personal color analysis, (your
dynamite colors, about 70 colors
per person, out of a set of 5001,
fabric and metal suggestions,
make up colors, personal style
description, how to use your
colors, how to look at the latest
fashions and tell what sort of
thing is yours and what isn’t, all
questions about your colors and
style answered. Dress in
Success Method also discussed
for men and women $AO COM
plete Call Carol at 2472004,
5: 3g11:00PM most evenings.

TYPE WM Papers. theses,
reports, manuscripts. IBM
Selectric. Exp., fast. Joye. 264.
1029.

TYPING: FAST, ACCURATE,
RELIABLE. Term papers.
reports, theses, letters,
resumes, etc. Correct form and
editing. Turablan, Camp
bal/Ballou, etc. Call Barbara
Morgan, 252.2068. (No calls after
9:30p .m.. please)
LAUNDRY and DRY CLEANING.
10 percent Student Discount. For
all yOur laundry needs:
alterations, mending, washing,
ironing. Wash/fluff dry, hung
and/or folded. 40 cents/lb.
Pillows, blankets, rugs, sleeping
bags, Wafflers, wades, hats.
One-day service. Open 11-5:30,
MonSat. ACE LAUNDRY, Oh
1154 8. William 110801 10 Togo’s).
293-7226.
TYPING. Thesls.’research papers.
etc. Experienced. IBM Selec
Inc. Evy 267-46113
"EXPERT
academic
typist.
Correcting Selectric typewriter.
Call Andrea, 923-4717."
TYPING. Reports, term papers,
manuscripts. Barbera Weiman.
2641758.
MS
ATLAS
PRESS
AND
BOOKSTORE. Offset printing
end rubber ’stamps. Gay and
feminist books and records and
periodicals. 330 S. 3rd. 2119.1011.

y Typing.20 yrs. exp.oll kinds IBM
"
Corr. Select, Blossom Hill Area.
Call Kathie 578-1216.

services
_
LOOKING for a WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPHER7 imagn by
John are expressions of love,
soft, elegant, and understood by
everyone For the finest wed
ding photography, call John
Paulson 11 269 7937.
FLUTE and recorder lessons taught
by SJSU music Master’s can
didate Group SIO/rno Private
S20/mo. Coll 287,5946
TYPING AND CASSETTE
TRANSCRIPTION SI page and
up. All work accurate and proof.
read. IBM Selectric II. KITTY
CARTER 263-4535
TYPING Fast, Accurate, and
Reasonable too Try me in West
San Jose Please call Patty at
984 1642

TERM papers/thesis typed, SI page
IBM Selectric with varirkis.txne
balls. V. Norris, 227-1035
TERM papers and theses typed and
edited. Social Science and
IBM
Humanities preferred
Selectric, Mary. 244 5252 (9 51
SPECIAL -1116.50 tune up now $1350
thru Dec. with this ad. All the
adlustmenh your neglected bike
needs. Parts extra. No discount
house bikes please
Shaw’s
Lightsveight Cycles, 131 E
William St.. 295-5824.
EXP, typist in CampbehrTurabian
will type for you. IBM Sel
Correctable, Nan, 262 1399

stereo
MPM IF YOU’RE INTO SOUND
UNIQUE sound. Superior design
and craftmanship. All this plus
an unlimited warranty We
specialize in custom loud
Speakers for stereo, musical
instruments, and PA. We build
to your specifications within a
price range you choose Or if you
prefer, select from our standard
models. Give us a listen before
making that final decision. We’ll
change your mind. For more
info, call 866.8969 anytime and
ask for Mike or Lee. MPM
CUSTOM SPEAKER SYSTEMS
AUDIO ENTERPRISES is your
consumer electronics buying
service with the widest selection
of the highest fidelity at the
lowest prices. 287 name brands!
Audio equipment for the home.
car, stage or studio. TVs. VCRs,
videogarnes, projection TV. All
Items new with full mfg
warranty. plus an optional 5 yr
parts and labor. Free record
cleaner w/any system, free
setup and advice All at the
lowest prices anywhere! For
more info/price quotes. call 255
5550. M F, 3 10, anytime
weekends. Ask for Ken. Now
recommending the incredible
MPM Custom Speaker SystemS.
A.E. DEMO SALE. ESS Amt 1B
reg. 5900, 6625/p, Order now in
time for Xmas. Hurry! Prices
are going up every other week!
ATTENTION: COMING SOON!
MICROCUMPUTERSI It
WANT Dynaco 70 amp. 297 6105
eves. Working or not.
SONY Receiver, 20 watts,
Marant3/2 way, 8" Speakers.
Exc. cond. Call Jon. 271-0913.

’BERKELEY: "’For All Your
Typing Needs." BERKELEY is
pleased to announce Its final
BERKELEY
Session hours
Now serving the SJSU campus
from 9 a m 5pm.MF and 10.5
on weekends PHONE 2926209
or come by 122 E San Salvador
St.
in
downtown
S J
B ERKELEY. ( 1 block up from
the science bldg.)

Display
Advertising
Just dial
177-3171

EXPERIENCED Typist. $1/page
and up Jean. 377 5155. Fast and
accurate
EXPERT typing and proofreading
Of term PattarS, etc. Fast sir
Y/Clt. 75 00e11114111. Pella. 279
9129.
TYPING: Professional, fast service
shalom rakes. Call Jeannie, 274
1970.
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SECURITY OFFICER
POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Full and part firth! positions
Good Salary
Paid insurance
Paid Vacation
Equipment and
Training Provided
Transportation and
Telephone Required
CALL
WELLS FARGO
GUARD SERVICES
3034 Scott Boulevard
Santa Clare CA 95050
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Trustees consider female health care
(Continued from Page 1 )
Trustee Dean Lester
also called for a broad
policy decision at the
meeting

"Ite seems to me that
we are getting ourselves in
a position where a person
can register for one or two
courses and get physical

care for the rest of the
year," I ksher said.
If
extended
to
students, why not trustees,
the advisory committees,

Cuts concern Fullerton
(Continued from page 1)
"But if we had to
duplicate these cuts every
year serious damage would
be done to quality,"
Fullerton said.
She said her biggest

concern over the cuts was
the amount of money taken
from funds used to replace
worn out equipment.
"If we are to maintain
the quality level of our

programs we need to
maintain our equipment,"
she said.
Fullerton added that
cuts in those areas were
necessary to avoid laying
off faculty.

S.U. board meeting
(Continued from page!)
Student Union Director Ron Barrett
notified the board of an upcoming
presentation by interior design students,
who are drawing up plans for a proposed
fourth floor in the Union. The students will
make their presentations, which are part
of a class project, to board members on
Dec. 11 and 13 from 3:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.
in the Art building.
The presentations will focus on ideas
to use the roof area, including projected
costs. The plans will be held for future use,
in the event a roof project becomes
economically feasible.
Board member Stu McFaul, proposed

Windy days bring showers of leaves to the
campus Jim King patiently cleans up the crunchy
piles

a "Night at the Union" be held on Friday
April 20 from 8 p.m. to 4 a.m. as
culmination to Greek Week,
The festivities sould include a concert
by a top name group, disco dancing in the
listening room and a 4 a.m. breakfast
catered by Spartan Shops.
"Night at the Union" would be held
primarily to attract new members to
SJSU’s fraternities and sororities, McFaul
said.
The Boards requested that McFaul
work out details for the use of the Student
Union and report back at a later date.
The next Board of Governors Meeting
will be held Dec. 19 at 3:30 p.m. in the S.U.
Pacheco Room.

and so forth?’

be to find out the resources
on various campuses to

President
A.S.
Maryanne Ryan told the
board gynecological care
was a "preventative health
care issue" which avoided
the higher cost of acute
care later on.

decide whether adjustments in service would
be easy or difficult.lt is
likely the stuily will show
an inequitable distribution
of staff, he said.

A.S. President of CSCSan Bernardino, Sydneye
said
Moser -James,
trustees had set a
precedent by providing
complete health care for
athletes.

Campus need vary
widely, he said, wit% rural
campuses having a greater
need for staff than urban
ones.

Travis said the purpose
of the staffing survey will

Health
The studeit
ommittee
Advisory
recommended waiting for
the staffing study, he said,

on me cotta
Modeling School/Glamour Photography

MODELS PLACEMENT AGENCY / moorLs PORTFOLIOS / TV
COMMERCIAL TECHNIQUES
WORKSHOPS
SEMINARS
VARIETY OF GUEST SPEAKERS LECTuRERS FOR ALL GROUPS

SPECIALIZED INSTRUCTION IN ALL PHASES OF MODELING
CLASSES (FEMALE AND MALE) DESIGNED FOR SELF IMAGE
IMPROVEMENT AND PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT
DAYS EVENING APPOINTMENTS r DAY & EVENING CLASSES

50 TOWN AND COUNTRY VILLAGE
STEVENS CREEK BOULEVARD, SAN JOSE, CA
408-984-0877

h y Alessandro Bereft.,

Ongoing Special Olympics
feature competition
By Lori Hayes
The auditorium at the
church was filled with the
loud, excited voices of eight
youths.
Divided into two
groups of four persons
each, the boys, ages 15 to 18
years, competed to see
which group could first
complete a dribbling drill
around an obstacle course
formed by chairs. A second
drill was guiding a puck
with a stick around the
same course.
There was much
cheering, jumping and
rear-end slapping, as each
person completed the
obstacle course.
They were participating, as they will do
every Monday night from

6:30 to 8:30, for two the
School
three months to train for a from the McKinnon
for the Mentally Retarded,
Special Olympics event.
A floor hockey tour- where a Special Olympics
nament is scheduled for program was started four
January at San Jose High years ago, said Yee, who
School, and a basketball has been involved in the
tournament is planned for program for three years.
Basketball is the
February at Santa Clara
University, according to preferred sport, he said,
because they are more
coach Jim Yee.
Last month Winter familiar with it.
He also drills them for
Field on SJSU south
campus they competed in a the fundamentals of the
game while in play.
soccer tournament.
As the ball was moved
The teams were
divided as they were down the court at Monday
because "some guys are night’s practice, Yee blew
his whistle for violations.
really tight as friends,"
"David, what did you
Yee said, explaining that do wrong?’ he shouted
he wanted more in- across the court.
termingling among team
"I double dribbled,"
members.
David yelled back.
Each participant is
Scoring is based on
more than shooting
baskets. Yee also gives
points for good passes and
team work.
All the team members
have improved their skills,
Yee said.
Robby Hart, 15, could
not dribble a ball when he
old veteran of East West
first came to practice six
diplomacy and amweeks ago, his parents
bassador to the Societ
said. Now he is as involved
Union during the latter
in the game as any other
part of World War H.
team member.
Harriman later
declared it was an
"outrage" that normal
kinkol copies
trading relations have
overnight
not yet developed
3 1121 no minimum
between the two
superpowers.
In his session with
XEROX 9400 &
the Cabinet ministers,
IBM COPIERS
Brezhnev restated the
123 S. 3rd Street
Kremlin’s opposition to
295-4336
restrictions on U.S.Ake, Al
Soviet trade adopted by
4111 E San Carlos
Congress in 1974.

Brezhnev raps
U.S. ’pressuring’
MOSCOW (API Soviet President Leonid
I. Brezhnev met with
two U.S. Cabinet
members Wednesday
and criticized "attempts to use trade for
political pressuring,"
Tass reported.
Brezhnev received
Treasury Secretary W.
Michael Blumenthal
and
Commerce
Secretary Juanita M.
Kreps, who are here for
talks on trade and
economic relations.
Tass, the official
Soviet news agency,
said Blumenthal and
Mrs.
Kreps gave
Brezhnev a message
about trade matters
from President Carter.
The specific contents
were not disclosed.
Earlier Wednesday,
Brezhnev met for 1-1/2
hours with W. Averell
Harriman, the 87-year-

295-5511
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Now comes Miller time.

